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OPINION
In the first of a series on issues relevant to building
surveying degrees, Dr Kevin Thomas calls for students
to be introduced to property technology at an early stage

Early adoption

T

he focus of this
year’s RICS
Building Surveying
Conference was on
how, as a profession,
we can lead the
way in innovation,
standards and
technical expertise. As always, a wide
range of subjects were covered at the
event, which looked at how we can
consolidate and update our core work
skills while recognising the need to
develop and move into emerging areas.
Around three years ago, I highlighted
the need for building surveying degrees
to introduce innovative technologies
into university curricula to ensure that
graduates are fit for the future and remain
employable (see Building Surveying
Journal March/April 2015, pp.10–11).
The article focused on mobile
surveying applications, building
information modelling (BIM), laser
scanning and visualisation, and 3D
printing, all of which have become more
commonplace in building surveying
degrees to varying extents.
RICS’ focus on property technology –
proptech – as a central, strategic initiative
has also increased the awareness and
relative importance of all its forms, not
just in terms of education but also in
professional practice.

Automation
Consideration of equipment, technologies
and working practices now needs to
go wider, given the possible impact of
artificial intelligence (AI).
An RICS paper published last July
highlighted the potential effect of
emerging technologies on the surveying
profession (www.rics.org/insighttech),
and one of its key findings was that 88%
4 M AY/ J U N E 2 0 1 8

We must ensure our
strengths are
reinforced and we
are prepared to
adapt by engaging
with technology
of the core tasks currently undertaken
by chartered surveyors are well suited
for automation, with asset and facilities
management highlighted as being
susceptible to “disruption”.
This means our previous roles in
undertaking inspections, taking readings
or measurements and then interpreting
them in a client report could soon be
carried out by AI.
Such information transfer and
processing has been enabled by the
increasing use of remote sensing in
buildings and the Internet of Things,
and the latter will also support more
complex building management systems
that should improve operational
performance in addition to economic and
environmental sustainability.

Skill shift
The historic role of a building surveyor
involves physical inspections and
gathering data that is then interpreted
to offer insights for our range of clients,
other professionals or contractors.
The RICS paper predicts that there
will be a likely change in surveyors’
skill sets, however, as we will need to
become “either data scientists or client
managers”, and this will have implications
for surveying education.

We must ensure therefore that our
strengths in carrying out this process
– in particular interpretation and
communications – are reinforced, and
that we are also prepared to adapt by
engaging with and using technology
where appropriate.
A large proportion of the emerging
technologies that can be used by building
surveyors concern the physical inspection
and data-gathering processes, albeit with
some implications for the interpretation
and reporting phases.
A good example is mobile surveying
applications accessed via phones
or tablets: these have become more
commonplace both in education and
practice, and certainly have a role to play
in our profession.
They streamline on-site data gathering,
integrating this with verbal dictation
and photographic evidence that is
easily reviewed and amended, ensuring
essential reflection after inspection.
Various report formats can be generated
from the data and then used in ongoing
asset and lifecycle management.
Another way of gathering on-site
inspection data is to use 3D scanning
by lasers or cameras. Although more
commonly associated with BIM and
the production of a 3D model, this
technology is producing information to
support survey inspections, schedules of
condition and dilapidations.
The reduction in cost and complexity
of use for both hardware and software
is making this technology more widely
available. A good example is Matterport,
which produces a relatively low-cost
3D camera allowing detailed internal
scan images to be generated on site in
a matter of minutes, and these are then
processed remotely.
Historically, the profession tends
to have been a slow adopter of new
technology, but this cannot continue.
To ensure we retain our place as the
pre-eminent professionals for advice
on the built environment, it is essential
we engage with and adopt emerging
technologies. University educators need
to play their part in ensuring our pipeline
of new talent gains this knowledge as
part of degree courses. C

Dr Kevin Thomas is Associate Dean
International, School of Science,
Engineering and Design, at Teesside University,
and a member of RICS Building Surveying
Professional Group Board
k.thomas@tees.ac.uk
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Shared safety
International Fire Safety Standards are being established to ensure a global
consistency of approach on this vital issue. Gary Strong details the work that
the standards coalition has been doing

D

espite rapid
globalisation, with
investment flowing
across borders,
money pouring
into built assets
and increasing
numbers of
different professionals operating across
the world, the industry currently lacks a
consistent set of high-level principles for
design, construction and management of
buildings for fire safety.

Public risk
Differences in materials testing and
certification, national building regulations
or codes and guidance on managing
buildings in use, particularly higher-risk
premises, mean that there is confusion,
uncertainty and risk to the public.
Multiple differing standards mean there
is no single authoritative way to work. But
for the first time at a global collaborative
level, International Fire Safety Standards
(IFSS) will bring greater consistency by
setting minimum levels of fire safety and
professionalism across the world.
In the context of the IFSS Coalition’s
work, an international standard is
something that is established and agreed
at a global level and implemented locally.
The IFSS themselves will be owned by
the coalition and not by any single
organisation. Member bodies subscribe
to the shared international standards and
commit to their use and implementation.

Universal rules
The coalition will provide universal rules
that classify and define fire safety
standards at project, state, national,
regional and international levels.
Professional institutions will incorporate
these high-level standards and rules into
their guidance or local standards, and we
expect governments to support or adopt
these principles, or both. All organisations
in the coalition will participate in
implementing the shared international
standards through their respective
memberships and staff.
At present, the many contrasting
standards across the world have created

uncertainty and confusion in the testing
and approval of construction methods,
products and operation of buildings.
Research has shown that inconsistent
approaches to the assessment and
regulation of fire safety can lead to a loss
of confidence by governments, financiers,
investors, occupiers and the public in
buildings and, in extreme cases, result in
loss of life.
IFSS will be used throughout the world
in both developed and developing nations.
Each organisation in the IFSS Coalition
has committed to the adoption of the
standards throughout its own
professional membership.
Our aim is that all higher-risk buildings
to which occupiers and the public have
access will publicly display a certificate of
compliance with the IFSS.

IFSS Coalition
The coalition is a group of professional
and not-for-profit organisations
responsible for researching, developing,
publicising and implementing IFSS
globally for the construction and
real-estate sectors, and was established
late last year after the Grenfell Tower fire
tragedy in London in June.
The coalition supports the creation,
maintenance and use of high-quality
international standards, developing these
using a transparent and inclusive
standard-setting process.
Each of the coalition organisations has
signed a declaration of support and
commitment to promote and implement
IFSS, and to encourage world markets to
accept and adopt them. It is establishing
a standard-setting committee dedicated
to realising shared and international fire
safety standards.
Coalition members include:
bb Association of European Experts in
Building and Construction
bb Building Control Alliance
bb Chartered Association of
Building Engineers
bb Consortium of European
Building Control
bb Council on Tall Buildings and
Urban Habitat
bb Fédération International des

Géomètres, an international umbrella
body of surveying professional bodies
bb International Code Council
bb Local Authority Building Control
bb National House Building Council
bb RICS
bb the World Bank.
Further members are expected to join the
coalition shortly.

IFSS partners
An IFSS partner is an organisation that
supports a collaborative approach to the
development of international standards
and commits, in principle, to the adoption
of the suite. Partners might include, but
are not restricted to, the following types
of organisation:
bb architects and designers
bb banks and lending institutions
bb construction companies, such as
multinational firms that have
international portfolios
bb construction consultancy firms
bb construction cost data service
providers
bb construction industry service
providers
bb construction material testing firms
bb construction product manufacturers
bb construction-related software
providers
bb engineers
bb facilities management firms
bb fire consultancy firms
bb fire engineers
bb fire risk assessors
bb governments
bb planners
bb property investment firms
and developers
bb surveyors.
Prospective IFSS partners are asked to
express their interest through any
member of the IFSS Coalition, or by
emailing the author for further details. b

Gary Strong FRICS is RICS Global Building
Standards Director
gstrong@rics.org
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Insulation
information
Cosmas Kamasho
looks at the cost of
reducing heat flow

T

he specification of
insulation has come
under scrutiny after
the horrendous fire
at Grenfell Tower.
The possible role
played by the
combination of
composite aluminium polyester-coated
panels and foam insulation has prompted
some clients to look at alternatives,
especially in residential buildings.
Rigid insulation boards of materials
such as styrofoam, polyurethane and
polyisocyanurate (PIR) have high
strength-to-weight ratios and excellent
thermal properties, and perform well when
subjected to moisture. They are widely
used with external cladding and walls, and
their strength is important on floors and
flat roofs exposed to dynamic mechanical
loads. Spray foam insulation is often
injected into existing external cavity walls.
Fibreglass insulation is soft and flexible
and tends to be used in tightly packed
long rolls or individual batts. The spun
fibres provide a good thermal barrier, but
can trap moisture that leads to mould
growth. Other forms of batt and roll are
made of mineral wool and natural fibres
such as cellulose, sheep wool and cotton.
For the same thickness, rigid boards
are often costlier than alternatives but
more thermally resistant, so mineral wool
batts need to be around twice as thick as
PIR boards for the same U-value, affecting
the cavity wall thickness, as well as
loading on high-rise building frames.
Table 1 provides the latest sample cost
breakdowns for various types of thermal
insulation product. These reflect the
prices a developer may expect to pay
on a medium-sized residential project
for products of low to upper-middle
specifications. Prices do not include the
contractor’s preliminaries, overheads and
profit margin. The base date is January
2018 in the UK, and prices are based
on the BCIS Schedule of Rates Online
Estimating Data (www.bcis.co.uk). b
Cosmas Kamasho is Head of Data Services
Delivery at RICS
ckamasho@rics.org
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Table 1
Typical unit rates for insulation (£)
Item description

From

To

Unit

100mm-thick expanded polystyrene and geotextile grooved boarding for external use on
basement walls as insulation and protection to the damp-proof membrane

21.55

24.24

sq. m

As above, 130mm thick

27.62

31.07

sq. m

As above, 150mm thick

30.84

34.70

sq. m

50mm-thick PIR rigid insulating board under floor-bearing concrete beds or screeds

12.05

13.56

sq. m

As above, 75mm thick

15.83

17.81

sq. m

As above, 100mm thick

19.45

21.88

sq. m

As above, 130mm thick

23.79

26.76

sq. m

As above, 150mm thick

26.69

30.03

sq. m

As above, 175mm thick

30.30

34.09

sq. m

50mm PIR rigid cavity wall batts/slabs, built in as the work proceeds

11.36

12.78

sq. m

As above, 75mm

15.14

17.03

sq. m

As above, 100mm

22.55

25.37

sq. m

75mm fibreglass cavity wall batts/slabs, built in as the work proceeds

7.72

8.69

sq. m

As above, 100mm

9.22

10.37

sq. m

As above, 125mm

10.85

12.21

sq. m

As above, 150mm

12.48

14.04

sq. m

50mm expanded polystyrene bead injected into cavity wall

9.86

11.09

sq. m

As above, 75mm

10.87

12.23

sq. m

22mm insulated plasterboard with tapered edges, fixed with galvanised nails to softwood, joints
filled, taped and flush-jointed, nail or screw heads filled with joint filler, slurry coat to surface,
ready for decoration, 2,400mm high

94.73

106.57

metre

As above, 30mm

96.56

108.63

metre

As above, 40mm

102.21

114.99

metre

As above, 50mm

107.45

120.88

metre

50mm woollen insulation batts fixed between the members of timber studwork

5.92

6.66

sq. m

As above, 75mm

7.14

8.03

sq. m

100mm recycled paper insulation laid in/poured in between studwork

6.00

6.75

sq. m

150mm recycled paper insulation laid in/poured in between studwork

7.76

8.73

sq. m

50mm wood fibre insulation batts fixed between the members of timber studwork

6.46

7.27

sq. m

As above, 80mm

9.42

10.60

sq. m

600mm-wide straw bale infill, fixed with wooden stakes, rendered both sides with cement lime
render on expanded metal mesh, painted with limewash externally and emulsion internally

97.03

109.16

sq. m

75mm-thick overall insulation system to external face of solid masonry wall, 50mm-thick PIR
rigid insulation board fixed mechanically to wall, alkaline-resistant reinforcing mesh, 20mm-thick
three-coat render, microporous external emulsion paint

59.93

67.42

sq. m

100mm-thick overall insulation system to external face of solid masonry wall, 75mm-thick PIR
rigid insulation board as above

65.20

73.35

sq. m

200mm glass fibre insulation quilt laid between roof joists

10.62

11.95

sq. m

100mm glass fibre insulation quilt laid over joists or above suspended ceiling grid

7.08

7.97

sq. m

Multi-layer foil quilt insulation fixed to sloping soffit of rafter; for use in conjunction with
traditional insulation

10.83

12.18

sq. m

75mm-thick PIR rigid insulation board with low-emissivity composite foil facings on both sides,
laid loose

14.64

16.47

sq. m

As above, 100mm thick

18.57

20.89

sq. m

As above, 130mm thick

23.26

26.17

sq. m

96mm foil-faced PIR rigid insulation board, bonded to a facing of 5.5mm wood-based panel
exterior-grade plywood

30.76

34.61

sq. m

As above, 116mm

31.85

35.83

sq. m

Warm roof insulation to pitch roof, comprising 100mm PIR rigid insulation board fixed between
rafters and 25mm to underside of sloping rafters

13.22

14.87

sq. m

Warm roof insulation to pitch roof, comprising 130mm PIR rigid insulation board fixed between
rafters and 25mm to underside of sloping rafters

14.99

16.86

sq. m

Thermal insulation to basement

Thermal insulation to floors

Thermal insulation to walls

Thermal insulation to ceilings and roofs
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PG2020 aims to transform RICS’ structure to fulfil our international
aspirations, says Justin Sullivan

n 2014, the RICS Governing Council
embarked on GC2020, to make RICS’
top-level strategy-setting group more
agile and relevant in our changing world.
At the same time, the council recognised
that our professional group (PG) board
structure has to be fit for purpose, to
reflect the needs of RICS members
and market demand for standards. The
council delegated the task of reviewing
this structure to a working party of
council members and the Knowledge Board.
Our current structure of 17 PG boards in the UK doesn’t scale
in a manageable way into the world regions – if we did this for
each country in which we operate, we would have 2,482 such
boards. That is a lot of resource. Our PGs are important to us,
though, so we need to change the way we are organised.

Consultation
November and December last year saw the membership vote for
some of its new council members, as well as approve the work
on PG2020 so far. This has been through a number of rounds
of consultation with existing PG board members and other
stakeholders, and we will now start to implement the model we
have developed.
At present, PGs comprise professionals qualified in relevant
areas, such as building surveying, who work across disciplinary
and geographical boundaries. They are:
bb standard-setters, responsible for developing all professional
and technical standards content
bb promulgators of insight and knowledge
bb advisors to the governance of RICS, the council, the
profession and the wider world.
Our consultation found that the further you travelled from our
London HQ, the less engaged the PGs felt with the Governing
Council’s strategy. The creation, implementation, delivery and
regulation of RICS standards remains our top priority, and we
need a structure that can support this.
The consultation showed both a desire and need for
cross-disciplinary collaboration. Our markets see RICS
professionals as thought leaders who have both broad and
specialised areas of expertise, and our standards programme
must reflect this. It was also apparent that we need to ensure
better engagement from members, greater diversity and better
use of technology.
Image © iStock

We need to connect with our world regions more effectively
and gain market insight, particularly around risks, that can inform
the creation of standards. When considering how to translate
these considerations into a scaleable model, the working party
decided that future PG membership would expect a digital
environment to enable engagement across the 146 countries in
which RICS professionals practice.

Proposals and plans
The proposal for which the Governing Council voted also
includes a joint standards and regulation board – a working
title – comprising professional members, standard-setters and
regulators, and below this would sit the replacement for the
current PG board structure. We will have a model made up of
leaders’ forums, standard-setting committees and wider global
communities, open to all.
The forums will comprise global leaders from the profession
or wider sector, whoever has suitable expertise, while expert
committees will convene in person or online, at regional or global
level, to address issues and risks, explore themes and devise
standards, professional statements and guidance. Leaders
and committees will alike be appointed by the profession with
independent input. An implementation group of professional
members from RICS regions and PGs, chaired by myself, is now
creating the forums and the digital platform. We will be working
with all existing PG boards and carrying out further consultation.
PG2020 plans should enable many more professionals to
become involved in standards, insight and guidance regionally
or globally. One of our fundamental aims is to move away from
the current UK-centric approach to standards, ensuring more
involvement from a wider range of individuals with appropriate
expertise on a global portfolio of consistent standards, who will
respond to substantive market risks and expectations.
While there is a distinction between RICS’ recognised role
as a self-regulating body in the UK and the enforcement of
our standards in other markets, we aim to ensure that such
standards are monitored and enforced in a consistent way while
remaining attuned, where appropriate, to regional norms or
national requirements.
If you want to get involved with PG2020 and be part of
shaping the future of our profession, please do get in touch. b

Justin Sullivan FRICS is Chair of the PG2020 Implementation Group
qsandc.professionalgroup@rics.org
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FIRE

Gary Strong looks at the value of automatic fire
suppression systems, in an article based on a recent
submission to the London Assembly consultation on
installing or retrofitting sprinklers in all buildings

Overhead,
under review

B

uildings with
automatic fire
suppression systems
(AFSS) installed,
particularly
residential buildings,
have a number of
advantages over
those without such systems.

Installation benefits
An AFSS such as a sprinkler installation
is designed to control and extinguish a
fire, without human intervention, soon
after it breaks out. It plays no role in fire
prevention and should not be seen as
a panacea in terms of safety; instead, it
should be considered alongside other
systems and processes of fire control
and building evacuation.
Sprinklers are designed to extinguish
small fires to prevent them from
escalating, thus protecting the building
structure but not generally the contents.
As sprinklers dispense water, which is not
recommended for suppressing electrical,
oil or grease fires, they should not
normally be fitted in kitchens, where such
fires are likely to occur.
Sprinklers can also be detrimental
to the contents of a building such as
a warehouse that contains high-value
electrical goods, and to certain IT
installations. In dwellings, sprinklers
should not be placed above cookers
because the heat may trigger them.
Sprinklers are also often installed in
8 M AY / J U N E 2 0 1 8

electrical rooms – in dwellings as well
as commercial or industrial premises –
where an alternative suppression system
may be more appropriate.
If the building has been designed and
maintained correctly, fire resistance will
normally last a minimum of 30 minutes
but could be longer, which would allow
enough time for the sprinklers to restrict
the blaze to its source.
However, it should be appreciated that
once a sprinkler head has been activated
and extinguished a fire, it will continue to
discharge water until it has been manually
turned off, unless fed by tanked water
reserves. This is likely to result in water
damage to contents, for which residential
tenants often do not have appropriate
insurance. The same will occur if the
sprinkler head is activated by misuse or
vandalism. However, it should be borne in
mind that, without sprinklers, firefighters
may cause much worse water damage.
There is anecdotal evidence from
the fire and rescue services and from
RICS members who have inspected
buildings after fires that sprinklers fitted
in individual apartments can contain fires
within those apartments and prevent
them spreading to the rest of the building.

New research needed
In the context of recent major fires, there
is a need for a thorough assessment
of all available data and, if necessary, to
conduct new research on the effectiveness
of sprinklers in all types of building.

Sprinklers in an apartment will not
stop fire spreading via the outside of a
building fitted with combustible cladding
or window frames – the latter potentially
compromising compartmentation and fire
separation of flats as much as the former.
Sprinklers could be effective in stopping
the external spread of a fire that starts
internally, but this will not mitigate against
combustible cladding, which could ignite,
for instance, if exposed to an external fire.
While having sprinklers installed may
not significantly reduce the risk to lives,
which may already be very low thanks to
other fire-engineered measures, they will
limit smoke and thus enhance life safety,
as well as preserving the building.
There is anecdotal evidence that there
may be an advantage in terms of lower
insurance premiums as well, because
insurers are likely to see less fire risk in a
building fitted with AFSS and thus reduce
rates. RICS invites members who have
direct experience of such lower premiums
to email Alan Cripps (acripps@rics.org).
Image © Shutterstock
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systems – particularly high-rise,
higher-risk buildings – may in time be less
well valued due to less market demand.
Sprinklers are mandatory in many
multi-storey commercial buildings, which
are arguably a lower-risk category than
multi-storey residential buildings, because
occupants are generally awake and
they are likely to have better fire safety
management systems.

Feasibility

According to the National Fire Chiefs
Council, when sprinkler systems have
been in operation:
bb fire deaths, including firefighters’, have
been almost eliminated
bb the number of fire injuries has been
reduced by 80%
bb safety for firefighters has been
significantly improved
bb property damage has been reduced
by more than 80%
bb the effect of arson has been reduced,
particularly in buildings such as schools
that are left empty overnight
bb there has been a reduction in the
environmental impact of fire
bb there has been a reduction in the
economic cost of fire.
Since the Grenfell Tower fire in particular,
there is also a perception among the
public, including building occupiers and
investors, that a building fitted with AFSS
is safer and therefore more likely to be
acceptable to residents, owners and

investors. There is anecdotal evidence
that some banks are already looking
at whether or not to lend on high-rise
and high-risk buildings without AFSS.
The RIBA has also called for sprinklers
or AFSS to be mandated in all new and
newly converted residential buildings,
as is the requirement under the Building
Regulations in Wales.

Groups who benefit
There are some groups of people who
are particularly likely to benefit from the
cost of installing AFSS, especially those
with reduced mobility who cannot exit
a building quickly in the event of a fire –
where a simultaneous evacuation policy
does exist. In residential premises, it is
generally assumed that most occupiers’
mobility is not impaired, although each
property must be individually assessed.
Investors and owners of buildings or
apartments with AFSS fitted may also
benefit from a more sustainable valuation
of their assets, as buildings without

The cost of providing AFSS in a
residential building will vary considerably,
and depends on the design, layout,
height and construction of the building.
There is usually a general cost for the
infrastructure, and this can be significant
if tanks and pumps and a room to house
them are required, as well as a cost per
sprinkler head that will depend on the
number of apartments and the number of
rooms in each.
Other factors affecting the cost include
the following:
bb size of building
bb compartmentation, which may be
reduced where sprinklers are provided
bb sprinkler zones
bb area of coverage – do landlord areas
such as basements have sprinkler
protection, for example?
bb type of system – many residential
buildings use the boosted cold water
system, but some still specify a
stand-alone sprinkler system.
The cost-effectiveness of AFSS generally
increases with the size of the building.
The British Automatic Fire Sprinkler
Association (BAFSA) produces guidance
on costs generally, which is regarded as
an excellent source of reference
(http://bit.ly/2EHpJaE).
RICS itself provides an indicative range
of benchmark costs, detailed below, for
which it has been assumed that the entire
building will have sprinkler protection in
the form of a dedicated system, and that
individual apartments will be fitted to a
sprinkler head density of one every
10 sq. m. It has also been assumed
that the building will be larger than
10,000 sq. m. For smaller buildings, the
cost per square metre will increase.
n
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One head per 10 sq. m is very dense,
and one per 20 sq. m may be appropriate
where the risk is lower; see CIBSE Guide
E (http://bit.ly/2z1WOwF).
bb The shell and core will cost £30–£40
per square metre of IPMS 2 or Gross
Internal Area.
bb The fit-out will cost £25–£31 per
square metre of IPMS 3 or Net
Internal Area.
Please note that these costs are net
of VAT but inclusive of main contractor
preliminaries, overheads, profit and
installation. They are indicative only,
and must not be relied on for individual
buildings, which will require a full survey
and a cost plan to be produced.
Installed AFSS include both sprinkler
systems and misting systems, so costs
could also vary according to the type
used. While misting systems are at
present more expensive, they use less
water and so require less storage space,
as well as causing less damage.
The current standards allow misting
for buildings up to 30m in height, under
BS 9991, or 45m in height, the installation
standard to which BS 9991 refers, and
this contradiction needs to be resolved.
CIBSE has noted that Marriott Hotels
allow mist to National Fire Protection
Association standards in all buildings.

Retrofitting
There are a number of factors that must
be considered to justify installing AFSS in
existing residential buildings.
RICS would generally only consider
retrofitting to be necessary in higher-risk
residential buildings where:
bb the fire-risk assessment has identified
poor compartmentation
bb other fire-engineered solutions such
as automatic smoke vents or multiple
means of escape are not, or are not
generally, available
bb there are behavioural problems
associated with the occupation of the
block suggesting that there may have
been tampering with other fire measures
such as fire alarms or fire doors.
However, the RIBA has recommended
the retrofitting of sprinkler systems to
all existing residential buildings that are
more than 18m in height, arguing that
this could be reinforced by a requirement
for such systems as a “consequential
improvement” where there are “material
alterations” being made to existing
high-rise residences.
1 0 M AY / J U N E 2 0 1 8

RICS generally does not consider
retrofitting of automatic fire suppression
systems to low-rise, lower-risk residential
buildings necessary or desirable unless
a survey or fire-risk assessment
determines otherwise
RICS does not generally consider
retrofitting AFSS to low-rise, lower-risk
residential buildings to be necessary or
desirable, unless a survey or
fire-risk assessment determines
otherwise. For more information on
this issue, refer to BAFSA’s report on
retrofit sprinkler installation
(http://bit.ly/2qckpIq) and the Building
Research Establishment’s report on the
effectiveness of sprinklers in residential
premises (http://bit.ly/2Csl4eN).
The cost of retrofitting an existing
residential flat with a sprinkler system
will depend greatly on the building
design, layout, number of rooms, type of
construction and height, as well as the
availability of adequate water pressure
and storage space. As a result, no typical
cost is available.
RICS recommends that generalisations
on costs are not assumed, and that
every building is assessed individually,
as mentioned above. The BAFSA report
does, however, provide case-study costs
for retrofitting sprinklers to an existing
residential apartment.
The main factors affecting the
feasibility of retrofitting existing buildings
with AFSS include:
bb the desire of owners and occupiers
bb the level of risk that has been
determined by a survey
bb political pressure from local or
central government
bb the cost of installation
bb the cost of maintenance and
consequent service charges
bb ease of installation, which depends
on the type of construction and ease
of access to each apartment; privately
owned leasehold apartments may not
be accessed if the leaseholder does not
agree with installation or costs
bb payment in the private sector: AFSS is
not a repair or maintenance item that can
be recovered under the leasehold service
charges unless there is a local authority
clause in the lease and it has written

requesting installation. Without such a
clause, installation may have to be funded
by the owners as a capital improvement,
which many private landlords would not
be willing to do.

Public perceptions
As a result of the Grenfell Tower fire
tragedy, media attention has been
drawn to the advantages of AFSS. Such
systems are likely to be demanded
increasingly by tenants even though, on
the whole, they have very little knowledge
of systems, of the cost of installation or
maintenance, and of who will pay.
AFSS play an important role in helping
to save lives and protect buildings, but
there is a general perception that they
could be a panacea. AFSS should always
be considered in the context of an overall
fire safety risk assessment plan.
It is essential to avoid mitigating
one risk – fire – by increasing another
– for example, legionella – so all work
should be undertaken by professionally
qualified persons who are competent in
the disciplines required. The legionella
risk may increase as piping “dead legs”
are introduced into the domestic water
system, but good design and system
management can minimise the risk. b

Gary Strong FRICS is RICS Global Building
Standards Director
gstrong@rics.org

Related competencies include
Fire safety
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Inspiring the next generation of surveyors is crucial to
sustaining the profession. Karen Rogers outlines
RICS initiatives to encourage future talent

Careering
on course

M

any people believe
that the UK’s
skills shortage
in sectors such
as construction
is hampering
economic growth,
so RICS is
determined to inspire the next generation
of surveyors.
RICS Future Talent research shows
that school students engage with
activities that motivate and interest them,
primarily in a non-academic format; we
found that they were happy to develop
their understanding through short,
interactive experiences with their peers.

challenges that have been designed to
provide a taster of the numerous careers
in the sector, and reflect aspects of
surveying and project management. These
workshops are aimed at Year 9 or 10
students, and the intention is to engage
with more than 9,000 students in the
2017/18 academic year.
These workshops are run by specialist
educational facilitators but at RICS we
have also started to recruit and train
a targeted total of 300 engaged and
motivated members to become Inspire
ambassadors. Based across the UK,
they will share their experiences and
professional knowledge to bring the
workshops to life.

Inspire programme

School debates

Drawing on these findings, the RICS
Future Talent team is working on several
initiatives to raise the profile of surveying
as a career of choice.
From mid-April until mid-July, RICS
plans to engage with more than 51,000
school students across the UK through
its Inspire programme of workshops,
which are run jointly with educational
consultancy EdComs.
Using RICS’ insight about the
profession and its desire to promote
the vast number of career opportunities
available to students, EdComs has
designed a workshop programme based
on small teams of students.
During the sessions, the teams will
complete project-based tasks and

In March, RICS partnered with an
organisation called Debate Mate, a
leadership and communication training
business that runs after-school debate
clubs in a range of schools. In the first
debating sessions, 3,000 students from
150 schools across the UK debated a
motion on the demise of the high street.
The Debate Mate Cup, sponsored by
RICS, is being held in April with regional
winners from across the UK gathering
in London for further debate on another
topic relevant to the built environment.

School students
engage with activities
that motivate and
interest them,
primarily in a
non-academic format
Image © iStock

Virtual reality
RICS will be exhibiting at all the regional
skills shows, which have a potential footfall
of more than 37,000 students. The shows
will see the launch of the RICS World of
Surveying app alongside the organisation’s
existing careers material and brochures.
(www.prospectsevents.co.uk). The app will
be used to enhance various interactive
activities to engage students at these
events, setting surveying apart from other
careers as an exciting vocation that uses
the latest technology.
The World of Surveying, available on
both Android and Apple platforms in
augmented and virtual reality, provides a
3D experience of various elements of the

profession and allows the user to learn
more about it. The aim is to open the eyes
of users and broaden their understanding
of the range of opportunities available.
These shows provide another great
opportunity for RICS professionals to
share their experiences and be role
models for students who are keen to
identify a worthwhile career.

Profession pathways
Once school students have felt inspired
to consider a career in surveying,
the RICS Future Talent team is keen
to support the second stage of the
process of becoming a fully qualified
chartered surveyor, whether through
an apprenticeship or an accredited
university degree.
In 2017, several apprenticeship events
for employers and universities have
been hosted by RICS, and much greater
resources are now being channelled into
this area to build on such events.
Key to the success of all these
initiatives is input from RICS
professionals, trainees, apprentices and
employers. The Future Talent team invites
individuals and organisations alike to
volunteer for school workshops, careers
fairs, university engagements or to share
opportunities being offered by firms –
please contact us at careers@rics.org. C
Karen Rogers is a RICS Future Talent Manager
krogers@rics.org

Related competencies include
Construction technology and
environmental services, Design and
specification, Sustainability
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BSI’s revised
standard on fire
detection and
alarm systems for
buildings makes
major changes
to previous
guidance. Simon
Sandland-Taylor
highlights some
of the most
significant

No cause for alarm

B

SI published BS
5839-1: 2017, Fire
detection and fire
alarm systems for
buildings: Code
of practice for
design, installation,
commissioning and
maintenance of systems in non-domestic
premises, on 31 August last year
(http://bit.ly/2rbKbgu), to supersede
BS 5839-1: 2013.
BS 5839-1 has provided guidance
and recommendations on fire detection
and fire alarm systems since 1980.
The revised version takes into account
the changes to other major fire safety
standards, including the BS EN 54
series for fire detection and fire alarm
systems and BS 9999 for fire safety
in commercial buildings. The standard
offers additional guidance on
multi-sensor detectors, false alarm
reduction, new technology for fire
detectors, and inspections for fire
detection and alarm systems.
Clause 3’s terms and definitions
have also been extended, including
two new terms, as well as modifying
and expanding some of the previous
definitions. This clause is sometimes
overlooked by readers, who may
therefore be unaware of subtle but
different meanings for terms in the
unique context of this standard.
1 2 M AY / J U N E 2 0 1 8

New terms
One new term is an “unwanted fire alarm
signal”, now defined as “a false alarm
signal that has been passed on to the fire
and rescue service by an automatic fire
detection and alarm system”.
The second new term is “dual path
alarm transmission system”, which
is defined as “alarm transmission
system consisting of one primary alarm
transmission system and one secondary
alarm system using diverse technology”.
The definition of “critical signal path”
has been expanded too, to include
transmission equipment for routing signals
to an alarm-receiving centre (ARC). This
is now defined as “components and
interconnections between every fire
alarm initiation point (manual call point
or automatic fire detector) and the input
terminals on, or within, each fire alarm
device and (where provided) transmission
equipment within the premises for routing
of signals to an ARC”.
The definition of “false alarm”,
meanwhile, is one example of where
the text has been modified to include,
among other things, a reference to
“environmental false alarms”.
A typical example of a definition unique
to this standard is that of “circuit”, which
differs slightly from the one given in BS
7671 (see Table 1).
It is therefore essential that any user
of the standard is familiar with and

understands all terms and definitions in
this clause.

Clause 8
The provision of multi-sensory detectors
has now been included alongside smoke
detectors and a mixture of smoke and
combustion gas detectors for “life
protection” categories L1 under clause
8.2(g) and L3 and L4 under clause 8.2(c).
Greater clarity is now provided in the
distinction between a category L3 and
a category L2 system. Clause 8.2(e)
states that, for L2, rooms or areas to
be protected should conform to the
recommendations for L3, as well as
having automatic fire detection installed
where the risk is such that it warrants
individual protection.
An additional informative note now
advises “the first step in designing
Images © BSI/iStock
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a Category L2 system is to design
a Category L3 system. Therefore, a
decision is taken as to which unprotected
spaces or rooms warrant further
detection, or the detector type or siting
needs to be modified.” In a nutshell, if
the system design does not provide for
detection coverage over and above that
of a category L3 system, it cannot be
classified as category L2.
Clause 19, “staged fire alarms”, now
contains two additional sub-clauses.
What was previously an informative
note accompanying sub-clause 19.2.2(e)
about “coincidence detection” is now a
recommendation in the form of new
sub-clause 19.2.2(g).
The other new recommendation is
the introduction of sub-clause 19.2.2(h),
which states that, “in buildings with a staff
alarm, smoke detectors in access rooms
that form the only means of escape from
an inner room should give an immediate
local warning of fire to occupants in inner
rooms, even where the alarm signal might
be delayed elsewhere in the building,
unless there is adequate vision between
the inner room and the access room.”

False fire alarms
An investigation of false fire alarms
published by the Building Research
Establishment (BRE) in 2016 revealed a
number of surprising statistics
(http://bit.ly/2rJ4WyA).
One of the main causes of false fire
alarms, for instance, was found to be the
activation of manual call points (MCPs)
either by accident or malicious intent.
Accidental activations included incidents
of hospital beds, trolleys and forklift
trucks colliding with MCPs, and damage
caused during routine testing.
BRE reported that, if false alarms
from MCPs could be prevented, this
alone would reduce the total number of
accidental activations by around 20%.
That equates to 58,000 false alarms
a year, which if avoided would result in
annual cost savings of around £150m to
UK businesses.
These BRE findings have led to an
additional recommendation 20.2(b) under
clause 20 in the revised standard, stating
that “all MCPs should be fitted with a
protective cover, which is moved to gain
access to the frangible element”.
An informative note has also been
added under sub-clause 11.2(a) for
“system components”, which makes
reference to the recommendation under
sub-clause 20.2(b) for MCPs to be fitted
with protective covers (see photo, p.14).

Figure1
Table
Changes in the BS definition of circuit
Standard

Circuit definition

BS 7671

An assembly of electrical equipment supplied from the same origin and
protected against overcurrent by the same protective device(s)

BS 5839-1

Assembly of fire alarm components supplied from the same control
equipment and protected against overcurrent by the same protective
device(s) or current limitation arrangements

“
The revised version
takes into account
the changes to
other major fire
safety standards

While this recommendation is not
retrospective, it would be sensible to fit
protective covers to existing systems
where there is frequent unwanted
operation of MCPs.
Text has also been added to 20.2(d)
to clear up confusion that had often
resulted in MCPs being fitted on all exits
from buildings. The actual purpose of
the recommendation is to provide a call
point at any exit that leads to an ultimate
place of safety, in addition to those that
are designed as fire exits. For example, an
exit door from a building into an enclosed
yard does not lead to such a place of
safety, and therefore should not be fitted
with an MCP.

Clause 21
In the commentary on clause 21, “Types
of fire detector and their selection”, a new
sub-clause 21.1.7 is introduced that refers
to the provision of video fire detectors
with cameras to monitor the protected
space. The previous sub-clause 21.1.7,
“Choice of fire detection principles”, has
now become sub-clause 21.1.8.
Further detail has been added to the
commentary in this sub-clause, which
deals with single detectors and
multi-sensor detectors.
The recommendation in sub-clause
21.2(j) has meanwhile been reworded to
acknowledge that video fire detectors can
be used as the sole means of detection,
and also advises that the reader should
follow the recommendations of the
product manufacturer.

Another new sub-clause, 21.2(k),
recommends that, where detection can
be set to a range of different operating
modes, the basis of such selection
should be recorded in the operating and
maintenance manual for the system.

Clause 22
The commentary on clause 22, “Spacing
and siting of automatic fire detectors”,
advises that consideration should be
given at the design stage to the feasibility
of testing and maintenance for “hard to
access” detection equipment.
Sub-clause 22.3(b) has been
added to inform the designer that the
recommendations of BS 7273-4:
2015 – Code of practice for the operation
of fire protection measures. Actuation
of release mechanisms for doors
– should take precedence over the
recommendations of sub-clause 22.3(a)
where there is any conflict between the
two standards.
Clause 22.9, “Recommendations for
limits of ceiling height”, now includes the
following text: “the limits recommended in
Table 3 of the standard are intended for
ceilings over large, open areas. In vertical
or flue-like structures, such as lift shafts
and stairwells, the limits should be used
for guidance”.
Under clause 25.2, “Recommendations
for mains power supplies”, a note has
been added to 25.2(c) that it is no longer
necessary to provide double-pole isolation
for the low-voltage circuit that serves the
power supply and control equipment. It
states that reference should be made to
BS 7671 to determine the suitability of a
device to provide isolation. Furthermore,
note 2 to this clause reminds readers
of the requirements for safe isolation
detailed in the Electricity at Work
Regulations 1989.
The previous section 3 has been
expanded to include “unwanted fire alarm
signals”, so is retitled “Limitation of false
alarms and unwanted fire alarm signals”. n
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Clause 30 meanwhile is now entitled
“Responsibility for limitation of false
alarms and unwanted fire alarm
signals”, and includes an additional
recommendation under 30.2(i)4, to check
whether the number of such signals

during the previous 12 months is recorded
in the logbook.
Under 30.2(j)5, it is recommended that
a preliminary investigation is conducted
to determine whether there have been
more than two unwanted signals in the
previous year.
Other than the addition of “unwanted
fire alarm signals” to the titles of clauses
34, “Design process for the limitation
of false alarms and unwanted fire alarm
signals”, and 35, “Measures to limit false
alarms and prevent unwanted fire alarm
signals”, there are no further changes to
section 3.

Fire detectors

Manual call point with cover. Image © Apollo

Fire detectors should be selected
according to the nature of the protected
area and the risks associated with it. This
might involve using different technologies
to meet the distinctive requirements of
fire detection and avoiding false alarms.
The choice of detector type is initially
made during the system design and

sometimes revisited or even modified
during commissioning or maintenance,
but such decisions are not always well
recorded, and neither is their rationale.
As an aid to correct selection, and to
encourage decision-makers to record the
rationale for the choice of detector in each
protected area, annexe E, “The selection
and application of fire detectors”, has also
been added to the standard. b

Simon Sandland-Taylor is Director and Owner of
the Sandland-Taylor Consultancy
info@sandlandtaylorconsultancy.co.uk

Related competencies include
Related competencies
include Sustainability
Fire safety

Westminster considers renovation options
MPs and Lords have
suggested they would be
willing to relocate from the
Palace of Westminster to
nearby premises while it is
renovated, after a survey of
the building undertaken by
Deloitte resulted in three
proposals being put forward
for refurbishment.
The palace was
constructed between
1840 and 1870, and has
not been renovated since.
As one would expect, it is
now suffering from eroding
stonework and leaking
cast-iron roofs, although
the existing structure
remains sound.
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However, another problem
is the vast network of pipes,
cables and machinery for
heating, power, water and
other services, some dating
back to the 1940s. Other
hazards include asbestos,
high-voltage power lines
running next to Victorian
steam pipes and gas mains,
and 130-year old sewage
ejector pumps at the end of
their useful life.
While the time is right for
refurbishment of the palace,
the logistics are not easy.
Deloitte therefore carried
out a detailed survey of the
palace, and proposed the
following three options:

bb work undertaken while
MPs and Lords still use
the palace on a day-to-day
basis, which it estimates
would take 32 years to
complete at a cost of £5.7bn
bb work undertaken
following a partial decant,
with Commons and
Lords moving in turn into
temporary accommodation,
which would take an
estimated 11 years at a cost
of £4.4bn
bb a full decant for six years
from 2025 during the works,
at a cost of £3.5bn.
A joint committee
of MPs and Lords

favoured the third option
and relocating within the
Westminster area, because
there was resistance to
moving Parliament any
further away.
The aim it to set up an
independent Olympic-style
delivery authority to examine
the various costings and to
report before a final decision
is made in a vote around
mid-2019. b
Alan Cripps FRICS is RICS
Associate
Director of the Built
Environment
acripps@rics.org
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As there are a range of different building facades, it is not always easy to appreciate
the strengths and weaknesses of each. Diego Alves rounds up the various types

Clad in strength

I

n most major cities
around the world,
buildings have articulated
and eye-catching
facades, but these
can usually be divided
into two basic types:
traditional and modern.
The main difference between the two
is that traditional facades are generally
load-bearing while modern ones, or
curtain walls, tend to be self-supporting
and transfer lateral wind loads to the main
structure through connections at floor
levels or with the columns of the building.
While curtain walls are generally
considered to be modern if they date from
the advent of steel-framed structures,
there is evidence that a rudimentary
version was built for the palace of Curtea
Veche in Hungary as early as the 1700s
(http://bit.ly/2F8FuYb).
Today, iconic buildings such as the
Gherkin in London, the National Centre for
the Performing Arts in Beijing, the Rock
in Amsterdam and the Dancing House
in Prague are a few examples of how
imagination and technology have worked
side by side in the construction of facades
that combine the architect’s vision with
technical excellence.

Modern facades
The division of facades into two types
is quite simplistic. It should be qualified
by noting that, while modern facades
are generally understood to be curtain
walls, these are only one of many kinds of
system available, each having their own
distinctive performance characteristics
and complexities.
Apart from its aesthetics, the primary
functions of a curtain wall are to resist air
and water infiltration, to accommodate
wind and other forces acting on the
building, and to support the wall’s own
dead load.
In specific cases, they must resist
hurricane and blast forces or even
comprise special stealth materials for
radar-absorbent cladding. In every case,
they must meet these requirements
effectively and need minimal maintenance
throughout their design life.
1 6 M AY / J U N E 2 0 1 8

Rainscreen cladding

The modularity, high performance and
flexibility of modern curtain wall systems
is ideal for use in multi-storey buildings.
There are several types.
First is the so-called stick system,
which is made up of pre-cut metal profiles
– sticks – that are assembled on site to
create a structural grid or frame that is
attached to the structure.
Double-glazed units and spandrel
panels are fitted into the frames and the
panels are retained with pressure plates
and architectural cover caps. Putting
this product together is labour-intensive,
and the finished quality and performance
depend considerably on the experience of
the installation team.
Second is the unitised facade system,
which comprises the same components
although these are invariably assembled
in a factory-controlled environment and
then delivered to the site in their entirety.
When installed on the building, the joints
between individual units are sealed with
purpose-designed gaskets.
This system is more expensive, but
installation is rapid and does not normally
require costly scaffolding.
The evolution of the unitised system
has resulted in the climate wall and
closed-cavity facade (CCF), which may

include interstitial blinds and offer thermal
and acoustic benefits. Both climate wall
and CCF could be described as
high-quality double-glazed units, with the
latter containing pressurised, dehumidified
air in the unit.
To provide a flush face, the glass in
unitised systems is usually bonded to the
aluminium frame with structural silicone or
clamped to it with special hidden toggles
fitted to the sides of the unit.
Panelised facade systems are similar
to unitised ones, but the prefabricated
modules are generally much larger and
can incorporate different materials and
components such as metal panels, brick
and windows.
They can also comprise pre-cast
concrete modules and be finished in a
variety of materials, including off shutter,
granite and reconstituted stone. The
finished panel is delivered to the site to be
installed on the building by crane.
Flue or triple wall facades are rarer,
and comprise an outer and inner curtain
wall separated by a wide air void, usually
incorporating an open-grid walkway
to facilitate air circulation in that void.
This system offers thermal and acoustic
benefits but also requires more space.
Flue walls can be passive or active
Images © CBRE
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depending on the way in which the
passage of air in the void is controlled for
optimum performance.
Regardless of type, all modern facades
are defined by their extensive use of glass
and metal, which gives them a smooth and
slick surface.
Earlier types of modern building
combined traditional construction
materials with modern facade
systems. Typically, such facades will
be made mostly stone or of a pre-cast
construction, with windows installed as
vertical or horizontal ribbons.
These facades invariably rely on
sealants to provide a waterproof barrier
between the structure and the window
system, the failure of which manifests
with time and the degenerative effects of
weather and UV light.

than there are for modern buildings, due
to the former’s intrinsic construction
methods and robust materials such as
brick, granite and limestone.

Rainscreen cladding

The rapid rise of rainscreen cladding
in the past decade or so merits further
discussion. Cladding on older high-rise
buildings commonly uses rainscreen
systems that are particularly suited to
residential tower blocks, offices that have
been converted into housing, student
accommodation and budget hotels.
The aesthetics and energy efficiency
of rainscreens offer immediate benefits.
Such cladding can be fixed directly to
the original construction with relative
speed, and insulation and vapour control
measures are fitted between them.
The cladding comes in a variety
Renovation of older buildings
of materials such as high-pressure
It is important to distinguish between the
laminates, zinc, stainless steel, copper and
different types of facade already used on
a range of metal composites, including
such buildings as these dictate options for
those that contain aluminium and, in
improving the fabric’s energy efficiency.
high-profile buildings, even titanium.
Given the sustainability agenda,
Glass-reinforced plastics or concrete and
refurbishment and improvement of
compressed cement panels are among
existing buildings would seem better than
alternative claddings.
demolishing them and constructing new
Another quick way to improve buildings
ones, with the planning delays, costs and
is to fix insulation to the existing wall and
carbon emissions the latter entail.
then apply an acrylic render to it, which
There are fewer options for improving
is available in a wide range of colours.
traditionally constructed building facades
Readers should be aware of safety
concerns over such systems
following the Grenfell Tower
Unitised facade
fire, however, and discuss
with rainscreen
these with their clients at the
elements
earliest opportunity.

Aluminium composite
Aluminium composite material
(ACM) cladding – not to be
confused with the more
common term
asbestos-containing
material, which has the same
abbreviation – is a versatile
product that has been around
since the early 1970s and was
used predominantly in low-rise
constructions, typically at
entrances and lobbies.
In recent years, it has been
developed and used in
high-profile properties such as
the Marina Bay Sands Hotel
in Singapore and high-rise
offices and hotels in Dubai,
among other locations.
ACM is essentially two thin
skins of aluminium or other
metal, bonded to a plastic
core to form a relatively rigid

sheet some 3–4mm thick. The sheet can
be folded and shaped easily to form a
cladding panel. The basic core material
can be highly flammable, however, so
it must be used with extreme caution,
particularly on high-rise properties.
The insulation and cavity barriers
behind it must also be selected and
installed carefully to conform to the
appropriate parts of Approved Document
B. The system as a whole – the cladding,
insulation, fixings and cavity barriers –
must also comply with the requirements
of BS 8414. The Department for
Communities and Local Government’s
guidance notes provide the latest
information (http://bit.ly/2EI6yzT).
Readers should also be aware of the
calls for cladding and the insulation
behind them to be non-combustible.
Although a system may satisfy current
requirements, there is a public perception
that fire safety in high-rise and high-risk
buildings needs to be much greater,
and this may affect the demand for and
valuation of such properties in the future.
Both ACM and rainscreen cladding
have limitations in terms of performance,
but in the light of the Grenfell Tower fire,
compliance with Approved Document B4
and, at worst, limited combustibility are
among the most important requirements.
Proper installation of cavity barriers,
compartmentation and fire-stopping are
likewise fundamental to compliance.
Since ACM is relatively light, flexible
and of limited strength, the design
and methods of installation must be
considered carefully as well, to prevent it
detaching during high winds, particularly
in high-rise developments.
For a facade to perform throughout
its design life and beyond, ensure good,
thorough consultation at all stages of the
procurement and installation processes. C

Diego Alves is CBRE Director and Head of
Facade Consultancy
diego.alves@cbre.com

Related competencies include
Construction technology and environmental
services, Design and specification
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Bouncing back?

A

Sara Wilkinson clarifies what urban resilience means and what surveyors need to
know, in the first of two articles on the subject

s a practitioner,
you should be
familiar with the
term “sustainable
development”.
But what does
“resilience” mean,
in the context of
the built environment generally, and for
building surveyors in particular?
Resilience is derived from the Latin
resilio, meaning “bounce back”, and during
the 19th century it became associated
with the notion of adversity. More recently,
the Rockefeller Foundation set up the 100
Resilient Cities network in 2013 to inform
and share best practices globally, helping
cities to meet the physical, social and
economic challenges of resilience and
supporting the adoption and incorporation
of resilience to shocks and stresses.
Urban resilience is “the capacity of
individuals, communities, institutions,
businesses and systems within a city
to survive, adapt, and grow no matter
what kind of chronic stresses and acute
shocks they experience”, according to the
network (http://bit.ly/2EtLzNO).
The concept is dynamic and
ever-changing. Cities and their hinterlands
for instance are highly interdependent,
and delineating their boundaries is
problematic because systems such as
water supply extend beyond city limits.

Why resilience matters
In 2015, the global population was 7.3bn,
and the UN Department of Social and
Economic Affairs predicts the total will be
9.7bn by 2050 (http://bit.ly/1HFAhyT).
This growth is driven by more people
surviving to reproductive age, changes in
fertility rates, and increasing urbanisation
and migration. Such trends have major
implications in this, largest, wave of
urban growth in history. More than half
the world’s population now live in towns
and cities, and two-thirds of them will be
urbanised by 2050. Though urbanisation
may improve wellbeing, resource
efficiency and economic growth, cities
also concentrate poverty and inequality.
Some assert that smart planning and
governance will ensure that infrastructure
can support growing populations. If so, as
predominant land uses change we need
1 8 M AY / J U N E 2 0 1 8

to consider optimum levels of sustainable
development, which will include different
types and degrees of sustainable and
resilient development, adaptation and
adaptive re-use in buildings.

City challenges
Cities tend to face two kinds of challenge:
acute shocks and chronic stresses.
Floods, bushfires and cyclones are
examples of the former, while the latter,
which can weaken the fabric of a city on a
cyclical basis, include high unemployment
and inefficient public transport. In
addressing both shocks and stresses,
cities can become more responsive to
adverse events and better able to perform
basic functions at all times for all citizens.
Table 1 shows the social, environmental
and economic challenges faced in London
and Melbourne, some of which are
chronic and others acute. These impacts
can be mitigated, in new and existing
buildings alike, but different solutions suit
different cities and different locations.

Resilience scales
Resilience scales illustrate how measures
taken at building level can have a global
impact (see Figure 1). Beyond this level,
there is suburb or precinct level, then
city scale, at which local policy is made
and executed and governance is applied.
After this is the metropolitan scale,
then the national, where wider policy
and governance decisions are made
and executed. Following this is regional
scale – for example, Europe – where
some collective decision-making may be
exercised. The final scale is global.

b mechanisms of systemic change
b adaptation or general adaptability
b timescales of action.
Equilibrium
Equilibrium can have a single or multiple
states, or comprise dynamic
non-equilibrium. Single-state equilibrium
– the ability to return to a previous state
after a disturbance – is a concept that
prevails in disaster management, and can
for example be seen in the reinstatement
of buildings after flooding. Multiple-state
equilibrium instead concedes that there
can be numerous states of equilibrium.
Where systems exist in dynamic
non-equilibrium, there is no constant state
but rather continuous flux and change.
This rejects the notion of resilience as
bouncing back, and means systems
are safe to fail rather than fail-safe,
acknowledging that, after a disturbance,
cities and buildings may not return to their
former state.
Indeed, a return to normal may not
be desirable because “normality” was
vulnerable in the first place. If this is
the case, retrofit measures might give
a building greater protection or allow it
to resume operation faster after a flood.
Some professionals and experts advocate
such a coordinated, proactive approach

Figure 1
Resilience scales

Types of resilience
Resilience theory explains complex
socio-ecological systems and their
sustainable management. It offers a
framework for dealing with uncertainties,
as well as positive actions to make us
less vulnerable to climate change, natural
disasters and those caused by humans.
To accommodate growth and expansion,
cities and buildings need to be resilient.
Resilience has five attributes:
b whether a system exhibits equilibrium
or non-equilibrium
b positive and negative perceptions
of resilience

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1. Building 2. District/precinct 3. City
4. Metropolitan area 5. Country
6. Region/continent e.g. Europe, Asia
7. Worldwide

Source: Adapted Rotterdam, 100 Resilient
Cities, 2017
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Table 1
Resilience challenges in London and Melbourne
LONDON, UK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Coastal or tidal flooding
Crime and violence
Disease outbreak
Infrastructure failure
Lack of affordable housing
Poor air quality
Rainfall flooding
Terrorist attack
Ageing infrastructure
Coastal or tidal flooding
Declining population or people leaving
Disease outbreak
Drought
Lack of affordable housing
Rainfall flooding
Sea level rise or coastal erosion
Terrorist attack

Source: 100 Resilient Cities, 2017
to risk mitigation and adaptation in urban
planning and buildings.
Positive and negative perceptions
Definitions of resilience are typically
positive, with systems being designed
to maintain basic functions, prosper and
improve. However, some people question
the desirability of maintaining existing
states when these can include, for
instance, areas with poor-quality housing.
They ask who benefits from resilience,
and to what we are applying the concept.
Power inequalities then determine whose
agenda prevails.
Mechanisms of change
Three mechanisms for systemic change
are as follows.
b Persistence: efforts to return the
built environment and its systems to a
previous state or maintain it in its current
one can be characterised as persistence.
Examples include building reinstatement
after a cyclone or, more straightforwardly,
building refurbishment.
b Transition: this implies some
adaptation to a new state, or incremental
change. Conversion from a former
use – say, from offices to residential
accommodation – is an example.
b Transformative: the most extensive
change is that in which areas are
completely transformed, such as London
Docklands’ redevelopment into the
Canary Wharf business district.

Adaptation
Too much emphasis on resilience to
specific risks can undermine flexibility and
the ability to adapt to the unexpected.
For some, adaptability is synonymous
with adaptive capacity, where maintaining
general resilience to unforeseen threats
as well as specified resilience to known
risks is important.
One example is the known risks of
rainfall flooding when measures can be
taken in building design, construction
and adaptation to reduce the chance of
damage and ensure faster recovery. Cities
that are predicted to experience more
intense rainfall as the climate changes
can adapt designs now to make buildings
more resilient.
Adopting flexible building design and
construction might accommodate a
greater variety of alternative uses over
time, thereby enabling adaptive capacity.
The Tower of London has a high adaptive
capacity; in 900-plus years, it has
functioned as home, prison, barracks,
armoury, museum and tourist attraction.
Warehouses also have good adaptive
capacity, with many alternative uses.
Timescale
Some experts, building owners and
occupiers perceive rapid recovery as
essential. However, it depends on whether
rapid onset events, such as storms and
floods, or more long-term gradual states,
such as a changing climate, are the focus

of concern. Reinstating energy supply
after a storm could take a few hours,
whereas reinstatement of flood-damaged
buildings might take months.
There is also a question of whether
reinstatement should be a return to a prior
state, or to an improved state with greater
resilience to the same kind of threat.
Urban transformation requires long-term
goals at city or state level, but it is at the
building level where interventions and
adaptations occur and where professional
practitioners are catalysts of change.

Proactive professionals
Resilience is a growing consideration for
many clients who want to protect people
and investments. Building surveyors have
a key role to play in responding to this.
We need to teach resilience in universities
and offer CPD to property professionals,
while in advising clients we need to take
a long-term view and a broad perspective
by, for example, setting specifications that
will enable buildings to withstand future
weather events.
As building surveying professionals, we
need the knowledge and skills to deal with
resilience as well as risk assessment, and
an understanding of probability in order
to advise clients. We have to be proactive.
With our comprehensive understanding
of technical matters, pathology, value and
legal and planning issues as they relate
to buildings, surveyors are in a strong
position to guide and advise on resilience.
In the next article, I will explain what we
can do. C

Sara Wilkinson is Associate Professor, School
of Built Environment at the University of
Technology Sydney
sara.wilkinson@uts.edu.au

Some content in the article is taken from the
forthcoming book Building Resilience in Urban
Settlements through Change of Use, written
by Sara Wilkinson and Hilde Remøy, due to be
published later this year by Wiley.

Related competencies include
Construction technology and environmental
services, Design and specification
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In data we trust
With productivity proving a persistent issue, Anthony Walker
explains how data can best be harnessed to boost output

T

he US statistician
William Edwards
Deming once said:
“In God we trust; all
others bring data.”
Deming stressed
the importance
of using data to
improve processes and the need to
innovate, and said those who merely
aimed for no defects in or continual
improvement of an outdated product or
service were doomed to fail. His principles
helped organisations increase quality, and
simultaneously reduced costs to have a
positive impact on productivity.

Productivity
“Productivity isn’t everything, but in the
long run it is almost everything,” wrote
Paul Krugman, the Nobel Prize-winning
economist in 1994, and the maxim is still
as relevant now as it was then.
Countries with strong productivity
tend to benefit from high rates of growth,
2 0 M AY / J U N E 2 0 1 8

low inflation and higher disposable
incomes at the household level. In the UK,
productivity is at a point last seen just
before the 2008 financial crisis, when
average annual growth was 2.1% during
the decade before the crash. Had this
trend continued, productivity would now
have been 20% higher than it currently is.
While other countries have experienced
slower productivity growth, the UK has
fared worse than most. In October last
year, the Office of National Statistics
published a paper highlighting that UK
productivity growth in 2016 was 15.1%
below the average for the rest of the
G7 economies. By contrast, productivity
growth in the USA was 21.8%, in France
22.3%, and in Germany 25.6%.
In February 2017, McKinsey published
Reinventing construction: A route to
higher productivity, which stated that
the construction industry spent around
$10tr annually on goods and services,
amounting to about 13% of global GDP.
Despite this expenditure, construction

productivity growth globally has averaged
only 1% a year over the past 20 years,
compared with 2.8% for the total world
economy and 3.6% in the case of
manufacturing (http://bit.ly/2rGYSbC).
There are, however, positive signs that
the productivity of some UK companies
has significantly increased as a result of
investment in innovation. In a speech given
last year, the Bank of England’s Chief
Economist Andy Haldane highlighted
companies that had experienced high and
rapidly rising levels of productivity through
such developments.

Industrial strategy
In November, the UK government
published a white paper entitled Industrial
strategy: Building a Britain fit for the future,
designed to address the long-standing
issue of boosting productivity throughout
the economy (http://bit.ly/2jL9pwb).
The strategy outlines five foundations
of productivity: ideas, people,
infrastructure, business environment, and
Image © iStock
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places. The aims from the first category
in particular could have a big impact on
building surveying. These include:
b raising research and development
from 1.7 % to 2.4% of GDP by 2027,
including £75m investment in artificial
intelligence and £76m in digital and
construction skills
b increasing the rate of the research
and development tax credit to 12%
b an investment of £725m in industrial
strategy challenge fund programmes to
maximise the value of innovation.
There will also be a series of government
partnerships with the construction,
artificial intelligence, life sciences and
automotive sectors, to boost productivity,
employment, innovation and skills. While
not a silver bullet, this national focus and
additional funding should benefit all built
environment professions.

Maximising data collection
Building surveyors provide data that
is used to enable important decisions
throughout the property lifecycle – from
financing, constructing and buying to
leasing and occupying assets. Access to
robust data can support the growth of
productivity for the clients who use it as
well as the surveyors who collect it.
Although we collect lots of data, a
substantial amount is not fully used. It
is often misplaced or not shared, and
tends to be incompatible with other
databases or reporting requirements. This
undermines the data’s value for the client
and other stakeholders, even though most
of these issues can be avoided with just a
little forward planning.
To maximise the value of data we
gather for clients, it is important to
understand the following:
b why they want to collect data
b what they will do with it
b the challenges they want to solve
b the required format and structure for
the data
b who will use it
b how the surveyor can add value
b the outputs required
b how analysis of the data will help
inform decisions
b requirements for exporting or
importing to other software.
Without clarity on the above issues, it is
unlikely that the maximum value of the
data will be exploited. In some cases, it
will be useless, potentially leaving a less
than positive impression on the client,
reducing the opportunity for follow-on
work and perhaps meaning some of the

Data analytics

Building surveyors
provide data to
enable important
decisions throughout
the property lifecycle
work will need to be carried out again, all
adversely affecting productivity.
Clarity will enable the process and
workflow to be finalised and agreed with
the client. If there are no changes from
the existing workflow, then this can be
closed off very quickly. However, you
may need to consider a new workflow to
ensure the outputs are provided in the
most effective way, which may require
specific data collection methods and
reports that take time to create.
The use of mobile devices to streamline
the workflow for collecting surveying
data is nothing new, with many in the
profession using such technology to add
value for the client and make productivity
gains in terms of quality, time and cost.
A number of building surveying firms
have invested a lot of time to tailor client
reports to the latter’s needs rather than
providing a stock output, for instance,
adding considerable value.
The workflow should ideally have four
key phases from commencement to
completion of the survey:
b establishment: to agree outputs and
advise how value can be added
b surveying: as per the agreed data
structure; in larger survey programmes it
is advisable to consider a pilot survey
b reporting: as per the agreed outputs
b closedown: issue reports to be
provided in draft for review and comment
before completion.
Quality assurance would take place
throughout all four phases.
This structured approach to maximising
data’s value is not offered universally
across our profession, often because
clients look for ways to minimise fees at
all costs to the detriment of quality.
Where this occurs, clients can
potentially receive data that fails to
maximise value, sometimes meaning
that they appoint another surveyor to
collect data again at additional expense.
Alternatively, they work with the data they
have but cannot maximise its value. Either
way, it is unlikely to have a positive impact
on productivity.

We now operate in data-dense
environments, and it can be challenging
to separate the wheat from the chaff. In
recent years, the process of examining
data sets to draw conclusions about the
information they contain has increased in
value and application. Data that has been
analysed is converted into intelligence;
but without such analysis, it is just data
and its full potential is not realised.
Data is often wrongly regarded as an IT
issue, when it is actually a business and
economics consideration. IT staff have
the knowledge and expertise to help you
collect and manage data, but they do not
have the surveying knowledge or skills to
interpret it.
When a surveyor hands over a report to
a client, they are ideally placed to provide
advice and recommendations, ensure
cost efficiencies, maximise investment
and add value.
Collecting data with a mobile device
and generating reports through a
spreadsheet will enable data to be
analysed, whether this is done by the use
of basic spreadsheet filters or integrating
the data into business intelligence tools
such as Microsoft Power BI for more
advanced analysis.
Such tools can provide low-cost,
powerful analysis without the need for
specialist knowledge or training. They
allow users to build a clear picture of their
priorities and enable a range of variables
to be considered quickly in alignment with
funding limitations or other constraints.
EO Consulting, GoReport, Ocuair
and Trident Building Consultancy are
currently working on an RICS pilot project,
demonstrated at the RICS Building
Surveying Conference, that will show how
various data sets collected using mobile
technology in turn create reports and
outputs that can then be directly linked to
an analytical dashboard. C

Anthony Walker is a director at Trident Building
Consultancy
anthony.walker@tridentbc.com

Related competencies include
Data management
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Reliable sources
Ewan Craig, a speaker at RICS’ annual It’s Your APC
conference, offers guidance on Team working and
Data management – two mandatory competencies for
Building Surveying

T

eam working
brings efficiency
and improves
effectiveness in
building surveying
projects and groups.
Organisations and
staff can enhance
coordination, giving staff opportunities for
specialism and job satisfaction.
Data management in turn enables
tasks to be completed and advice to be
given across the technical competencies.
Examples of their use in the technical
competencies include:
b Building pathology: data
management in selecting the BRE
publications and British Standards
relevant to a defect
b Conservation and restoration:
team working in a multidisciplinary group
to conserve the facade of a grade I
listed building.

The level
Both competencies are required to Level 1.
Team working
At Level 1, you should demonstrate
knowledge and understanding of the
principles, behaviour and dynamics of
working in a team.
Data management
At Level 1, you should demonstrate
knowledge and understanding of the
sources of information and data, and of
the systems applicable to your area of
practice, including the methodologies and
techniques most appropriate to collect,
collate and store data.
These competencies are only required
to Level 1 on the Building Surveying
pathway, so Level 2 and 3 are not shown
in the pathway guide.
You should be familiar with issues
relating to Team working and Data
2 2 M AY/ J U N E 2 0 1 8

management in your submission
documents, and be ready to address
questions on them and related matters.

Questions
Actual questions are based on the
candidate’s experience, which should
be at Level 1 but may exceed this. Two
examples are given below.
Please explain your understanding of
team working.
This question is aimed at Level 1
candidates. The answer should explain
significant issues, to demonstrate your
knowledge and understanding.
A team has a common shared aim,
such as to design and specify the
refurbishment of a building for a client.
People in the team carry out tasks to
achieve objectives, and together fulfil
this aim. These tasks could include
developing a concept design, or
preparing a detailed, coordinated design
between the building surveyor, structural
engineer and building services engineer.
The team does not need to be
physically together and may work
asynchronously, but with clear
communication between the relevant
parts. The team typically starts as a small
contingent of key people, then grows as
the project develops and diminishes again
towards completion.
While people have differing
backgrounds and outlooks, the priority of
the common aim engenders a simpatico
team. People tend towards a particular
position in a team such as coordination or
idea generation, and psychometric testing
can help them identify their natural role
– or determine whether they are better
working independently.
I have found that I enjoy team working
because I meet people with differing
competencies working together towards
a common aim. In contrast, failing to form
teams through appropriate selection or to

promote team working above self-interest
can lead to inferior project outcomes and
a higher turnover of staff.
Tell me about the sources of information
and data you use in practice.
With the large amount of data and
information available, it is important to
focus on using credible, reliable and
relevant sources.
I have found that isurv produces helpful
guidance on building surveying, and I use
this together with best practice examples
of reports and guidance from my firm.
I also use RICS publications such as
guidance notes on a specific service, for
example technical due diligence.
The largest resource I use is the
Construction Information Service, which
contains information on British Standards,
Building Research Establishment reports
and Chartered Institution of Building
Services Engineers guides, for instance.
When I need costing data, I use BCIS,
Spon’s price books, manufacturers’ data,
and data held by my practice. When
a more in-depth search of sources is
required I use the RICS library service,
which has access to a wide range of
documents and material.

Care
Given the time constraints of the
APC, your answer should be brief but
comprehensive. Care should be taken to
demonstrate your own skills, abilities and
knowledge to the assessors. C

Ewan Craig is an APC assessor, APC coach
and consultant

For details on the APC pathway guide for
Building Surveying, please visit
www.rics.org/bsapc

Related competencies include
Data management, Team working
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UPDATE
New professional
pathways published

STANDARDS
Recently published
Reinstatement cost
assessments of buildings
guidance note

n www.rics.org/rcabuildings

Whole life carbon assessment
for the built environment
professional statement
n www.rics.org/wholelifecarbonps

Forthcoming

Technical due diligence
professional statement
n www.rics.org/standards
All RICS and international standards
are subject to a consultation, open
to RICS members. To see the latest
consultations, please visit
n www.rics.org/iconsult

Every day, we hear stories about how
the skills of RICS professionals help to
shape our world. These skills are evident
all around us, and are in ever-increasing
demand. However, we need to make
certain that our pathways to qualification
recognise the diverse ways in which
people enter our profession, while at the
same time reflecting the changing nature
of their practice.
In collaboration with RICS-qualified
professionals, the organisation has
therefore reviewed the pathways and
competencies framework, which defines
the knowledge, skills, experience and
competence required to become a
chartered surveyor.
The competencies are a mixture of
technical and professional practices and
business, interpersonal and management
skills that can be applied in different
disciplines and geographical locations.
The new RICS pathways, which will be
effective from 1 August, were published in
February, so you can see the changes in
advance. Any candidates already enrolled
or who enrol on the current framework
before August can continue as normal,
however, and will be able to come forward
for assessment on their current pathway.
Similarly, if you are in the process
of applying for final assessment, no
changes are needed; we expect the last
Image © iStock

assessments to take place on the current
version in late 2020.
The feedback we received during
consultations in 2016 and 2017 has
shaped the development of each
pathway. While all current pathways have
been retained, two new ones have been
created – Corporate Real Estate and
Land and Resources. Each has also been
reviewed by working groups led by RICS
professionals, and new ones relating to
property technology, data, and inclusion
and diversity have been developed.
Visit www.rics.org/pathways to view:
bb the new requirements and
competencies guide
bb each individual pathway guide
bb a document summarising the changes
made, which includes the mandatory
competencies as well as a
pathway-by-pathway overview
bb a Q&A document that sets out the
background to the review, the process
undertaken and guidance on the
transitional arrangements.
If you have any questions or comments
please email pathways2018@rics.org. C
Chris Lindsay is RICS Global Education and
Qualification Standards Manager
globaleqs@rics.org

Conferences
Subsidence
Training Day
17 October

Save
the
date

RICS Dilapidations
Forum Conference
27 November

RICS revises scheme
for designated bodies
RICS has made a number of changes to
the rules of its designated professional
body scheme, which enables the
regulation of firms for general insurance
distribution activities on behalf of the UK
Financial Conduct Authority.
The changes, which came into effect
on 23 February, include:
bb a new 15-hour annual CPD requirement
bb an increase in professional indemnity
insurance cover to €1.25m for single cases
and €1.85m for the annual aggregate
bb new requirements for insurance
product information documents
bb the need to provide details on
remuneration received.
For more information, email
regulatorycompliance@rics.org.
n www.rics.org/dpbscheme
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The recently published third edition of the RICS Reinstatement cost assessments of
buildings guidance note is a document of subtle changes, as Martyn Barrett and
Helen Gough explain

Bespoke service

T

here are several
subtle changes
in the new, third
edition of the RICS
Reinstatement cost
assessments of
buildings guidance
note, reflecting the
evolution of both surveying practice and
the insurance market in which specialist
practitioners operate.
Although the second edition is still
broadly fit for purpose, it is remarkable
that many chartered practitioners choose
not to follow the guidance, instead
referring to the service as “valuation”
and continuing to measure and report in
square feet rather than square metres.
This might be partly explained by the fact
that some institutional investors and their
insurers are comfortable with such dated
language and measurements; however,
they must look to standards set by RICS.
The third edition assumes that
practitioners are carrying out full
reinstatement cost assessments (RCAs),
involving a site visit followed by reporting
in a uniform, but not prescriptive,
manner. The note states that desktop
assessments not involving a visit are
outside the scope of the guidance, and
the point is made that, because such
assessments may not be accepted by
insurers for setting values, this should be
drawn to the customer’s attention.
The insurance market is in some
ways very traditional; but as a chartered
insurance practitioner, I believe there have
been more changes in the past five years
than in several preceding decades.

Fair presentation
Many traditional insurance practices have
been changed, but the need to present
a risk property to an insurer properly
remains at the heart of the insurance
contract. Indeed, this is now enshrined in
the duty of “fair presentation” under the
Insurance Act 2015.
This is a subject in its own right, but
the surveyor becomes part of that fair
presentation in providing an accurate
RCA. The insurer and client will expect
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Members are
obliged to prove they
have appropriate
professional
indemnity insurance
with cover specific to
undertaking RCAs
the value to reflect accurately the full cost
of rebuilding, and if it does not then it is
likely that some form of penalty will apply
at the time of making a claim.
In the event of a dispute in the
value and a loss being incurred by
a policyholder, divergence from the
guidance is likely to be challenged.
Should it be shown that adherence to the
guidance may have avoided loss, then
there may be a strong case for recovery
against the surveyor through litigation.
Members are obliged to prove they
have appropriate professional indemnity
insurance with an adequate limit and
cover specific to undertaking RCAs.
The note also outlines procedures for
engagement, and defines the client’s
requirements and the limitations of the
service. It allows a degree of flexibility in
the report format, but the methodology
for measurement now needs to reflect
that contained in the International
Property Measurement Standards.

be bespoke for particular buildings in their
specific locations.
The guidance allows the surveyor to
choose the most appropriate method of
costing for the buildings being assessed.
This should be coupled with allowances
for all aspects of the client’s policy
cover, such as external perimeters,
hardstandings and other permanent
features, all part of the buildings as
defined in the specific policy itself.
The frequency of assessments still
aligns with average waiver clauses in
commercial insurance policies, which
specify reviews annually or following major
alteration, but after three years a major
review and reassessment is advised.
The content has evolved to reflect the
expectations of the customer buying
insurance cover in a changing world. The
note therefore outlines best practice:
b for ensuring the parties understand
what is expected of them in providing an
appropriate service
b for completing a full visit-based
assessment and gathering information
and measurement in a compliant manner,
offering samples of documentation.
The note emphasises that RCAs are a
discipline in their own right and should not
be approached lightly. This should keep
our customers adequately insured and
members out of court. C
Martyn Barrett is a director at Barrett Corp and
Harrington and a member of the Reinstatement
cost assessments of buildings guidance note
working group
martyn@bch.uk.com

Insurance definitions
There is a succinct section in the note
containing some definitions relevant to
the RCA’s value in the report, including
the difference between a day-one
reinstatement value and a standard
reinstatement value.
Although the note accepts that applying
average prices to the floor area might be
suitable for average buildings, it falls short
of recommending an elemental approach
for costing all buildings, and practitioners
are alerted to the fact that RCAs should

Reinstatement cost assessments of buildings,
third edition guidance note
www.rics.org/rcabuildings

Related competencies include
Inspection, Measurement of land and property
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Structured support for accurate assessments
The guidance note working group is
confident the new edition will enable
chartered surveyors to continue to
provide the best professional advice to
their clients.
An independent assessment that is
respected by clients, insurers and brokers
makes sure that property assets and
portfolios are adequately insured against
total destruction. An underinsured building
poses enormous challenges to a client
should disaster strike and the full cost
of rebuilding cannot be met. Conversely,
if a building is overinsured then client
premiums may be too high. It is essential
that RCAs are provided on a day-one
basis and updated regularly.
Fundamentally, accurate assessments
allow clients to make correct decisions
and ensure that, in the event of loss:
b time and cost savings are realised
through loss adjustment negotiations
b the period until payout is minimised
b the condition of average does not apply.
The guidance note has been restructured
and the content updated to provide
support for chartered surveyors and their

clients on how to approach the basis
of assessment, while respecting their
specific requirements and the differing
approaches required for varied asset and
building types.
The basis of assessment is key –
and the guidance covers site visits,
measurement and the assessment of
reinstatement cost itself. It does not
include desktop assessments, and
surveyors are again strongly advised
to highlight for clients the benefits of
comprehensive assessment as a means
of mitigating risk and being certain their
buildings are correctly insured.
The document takes the surveyor
through the steps to calculate the
net rebuilding cost: the approach to
measurement, the approach to tenant
alterations, statutory compliance and
determining current building costs.

We acknowledge that in practice
RCAs are not measured to this level of
detail, neither is cost data available in a
complementary format, and as such the
guidance includes reference to calculating
according to the IPMS or Gross Internal
Floor Area, which we trust provides scope
and clarification for surveyors.
The guidance note reinforces the need
to be explicit with clients as to what is
included or excluded in the initial terms of
engagement and the submitted report. As
with earlier editions, we have illustrated
the guidance with worked-up examples
using BCIS data and the elemental
method alike. C
Helen Gough is Lead Director PDS at JLL and
Chair of the Reinstatement cost assessments
of buildings guidance note working group
helen.gough@eu.jll.com

IPMS
One issue of particular discussion has
been measurement and in particular
the International Property Management
Standards (IPMS), which are now
mandatory for RICS professionals.

Related competencies include
Inspection, Measurement of land and property
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New for old

I

I recently left my role as
Head of Buildings for
the National Trust after
15 years. But despite
this experience, I still
cannot fathom why pretty
much all training for built
environment professionals
relates to new-build.
Nearly a quarter of all
buildings in the UK – more
than 6m – are traditional,
that is, built before 1919, and
they account for close to
half of all construction work
in hand at any time.
The consequences of
the current educational
emphasis are inevitable –
inappropriate understanding
of the differences between
the performance of new and
traditional buildings means
that the latter will be treated
incorrectly, leading to
unnecessary and potentially
serious damp issues that
in turn will be addressed
using inappropriate modern
technology, exacerbating
the original problems.
This situation will persist
while mortgage lenders
insist on using so-called
specialist remedial damp
companies to undertake
inappropriate work.
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Trailblazer training
The recently introduced
apprenticeship levy could
help to address training,
yet numbers of apprentices
have dramatically declined
since its announcement.
I am involved in drafting
Trailblazer frameworks, but
it takes at least a year for
the organisations involved
to produce documentation,
hence the delays in
implementation. I hope this
can be addressed quickly,
so the levy can make the
meaningful contribution of
which it is capable.
It has also taken several
years to deal with the
incorrect U-value figures
provided for standard
assessment procedure
ratings for solid walls.
This has meant that
ratings often bear little
resemblance to actual
performance, and has led
to a general misperception
that traditional buildings
are inefficient. In turn,
inappropriate measures
have been taken to address
issues hyped up by the
sustainability agenda.
As with so many other
things, simplicity is often the
best approach; traditional
buildings are in fact
relatively straightforward
to understand, and the
most cost-effective
measures such as roof
insulation, draughtproofing,
thermally lined curtains and
provision of thermostatic

Rory Cullen
is Director at Cullen Conservation
rory@cullenconservation.org

radiator valves and control
mechanisms will make the
greatest difference, paying
for themselves within a
short period of time.
Understanding how
to balance the need for
ventilation and insulation to
avoid condensation is key
here, but again this is not
taught at colleges.

Five-year itch

Quinquennial inspections require
particular experience and skills,
as Jonathan Taylor details
PG.

European esteem
In my experience, European
professionals hold the UK
in the highest esteem in
terms of our approach to
our heritage. Our traditional
building stock is of huge
significance to our country
and needs to be cherished
as such, but proper
understanding is vital.
BS 7913, the Guide
to the Conservation of
Historic Buildings, was
revised in 2013 and offers
excellent advice for anyone
working on or involved
with traditional buildings.
Yet the vast majority of
potential users – which
includes some conservation
graduates and professionals
– won’t even know it exists.
We need our colleges
to embrace the correct
approach to traditional
buildings in their curriculum,
and to bring BS 7913 into
the mainstream. Only
then can we stop treating
everything as new-build,
and secure the future and
reputation of the whole
construction sector. C
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Materials information

Craig J. Kennedy explains how to
deal with earth buildings
PG.
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Rendering it possible

Marcus Poole looks at the
restoration of the courtyard at
the Apothecaries Hall in London
PG.
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Conducting quinquennial inspections of historic
buildings requires particular skill and experience, as
Jonathan Taylor details

Five-year itch

T

he requirement for
fabric inspections
to be carried out
every five years
– quinquennially
– is commonly
associated with
church buildings,
but applies to all types of historic building.
Programmed inspections’ importance
is set out in BS 7913: 2013, Guide to
the Conservation of Historic Buildings,
with section 6.2 of this stating that “It
is best practice to undertake planned
inspections and surveys at intervals of
four or five years … Programmed surveys
and inspections provide a basis on which
to monitor condition, help to determine
priorities and programme work which is
an essential part of properly managing
historic buildings.”
The reliance on quinquennial
inspections varies according to the scale,
complexity, use and age of the building.
One that is small and easily accessible
may be inspected seasonally as part
of the regular routine of maintenance
and repair, with specialists brought in to
inspect only when problems arise.
However, for many buildings it is
essential to plan inspections according to
a routine, with an established procedure
for assessing the whole fabric, in
particular the envelope, to identify and
record problems that have developed
since the previous inspection, and to
establish priorities for repair. A four- to
five-year cycle is generally considered to
be the minimum needed to spot problems
before significant damage occurs.

From the pulpit
The Church of England introduced
quinquennial inspections as a statutory
requirement in 1955 through the
Inspection of Churches Measure
(http://bit.ly/2COjBKQ), revised in 1991
and currently being further refined
to ensure that the process is better
understood and more consistently
followed. Most other denominations, and
indeed many secular organisations, now
adopt a similar approach to inspections.
2 8 M AY/ J U N E 2 0 1 8

Such inspections aim to document:
bb the general condition of all parts
of the building, in comparison to its
condition at the previous inspection
bb the progress made on repairs carried
out since that previous inspection
bb any further repairs or investigations
needed and their priorities, which may be:
a. immediate – usually for safety reasons
b. urgent – work that should be carried
out within a specified period, of up to
18 months
c. necessary – work that should be
carried out before the next inspection
d. desirable – work that is not strictly
necessary but would enhance the
building, or which is likely to become
necessary after the next inspection.
The importance of ensuring that
quinquennial inspections are carried
out by architects and surveyors who
specialise in the conservation and
repair of historic buildings cannot be
overemphasised. Historic and traditional
structures deteriorate in a manner that
is very different from modern buildings,
and only a professional who specialises
in such buildings can be certain of
correctly distinguishing defects that
require attention from those that are
historical and no longer a concern or
are the cosmetic result of the ageing
process. Incorrect diagnosis of a problem
can result in the symptoms being
treated while missing the cause. Poor
understanding and incorrect specification
often exacerbates decay.
BS 7913: 2013 states that historic
building surveys and inspections should
be “performed by competent persons
with knowledge of traditional materials,
construction techniques and decay
processes”. Historic England’s Repair
Grants for Heritage at Risk: Guidance
for Applicants (http://bit.ly/2HT8WT4)
goes further: “We will give a grant only
if you employ a competent professional
with relevant specialist conservation
knowledge, ability and experience ... For
most projects, the main professional
advisor must ... be an architect, a
chartered building surveyor or a

chartered architectural technologist, who
has conservation accreditation from a
recognised body”.
Where historic buildings are concerned,
successfully identifying the cause of
a problem depends on a thorough
understanding of the way traditional
materials and structures work, and
in particular on identifying the weak
points of the building in question. It is
therefore vital that specialists remain
up to date; conservation research is
continually breaking new ground, and
some assumptions made not so long
ago are now being shown to be false.
For example, recent research by Historic
England has demonstrated that some
hydraulic lime mortars can continue to
strengthen for months and even years,
and in some cases are almost as hard as
the Portland cements they replaced.

Qualifications
Where historic buildings are concerned,
the most reliable indicator of an
architect’s or surveyor’s suitability is
their accreditation in conservation by
a relevant professional body. RICS for
instance has an established accreditation
system for conservation specialists,
which ensures that they have appropriate
training, are experienced in the field and
keep up to date.
For architects, the situation is a
little more complicated. The Royal
Incorporation of Architects in Scotland
(RIAS) established an accreditation
system in 1995 along similar lines
to RICS’, but offering two levels of
accreditation: standard, for those
architects “competent in working in the
historic built environment”, and advanced,
for “recognised conservation specialists”.
However, the Royal Institute of British
Architects (RIBA) was initially hostile
to the idea, adhering to the belief that
all architects were capable of deciding
whether or not they had the skills
required to work with historic buildings.
Architects in England and Wales
therefore set up their own independent
system of Architects Accredited in
Building Conservation, the AABC
Register, in 1999. This now operates
in parallel with the RIBA’s register,
introduced more recently once it had
belatedly recognised the need for such
a system. Both registers adopted the
RIAS approach of two-level accreditation.
For grant-aided work Historic England
recognises architects accredited at
the highest level, whether category A
on the AABC Register or Specialist
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Quinquennial inspections
are generally visual, but all
parts of a building should be
accessed wherever practical
and safe to do so

A badly pointed stone church wall in
Bromsgrove with mortar too hard for
the masonry, causing deterioration

Damp caused by a defective gutter
in a stately home. Like the Church of
England, the National Trust operates a
quinquennial survey programme

Conservation Architects on the RIBA’s,
as well as all surveyors accredited in
conservation by RICS.
The skill set required depends to a
large degree on the type of building, its
complexity and the significance of the
fabric. The Church Buildings Council
(CBC) of the Church of England provides
the following criteria for assessing the
suitability of an architect or surveyor for
the role of inspector.
bb Major churches and greater
churches, as defined by the CBC, entail
proven experience of working with such
large or highly significant and complex
church buildings, at least at a junior level
under a more experienced professional,
and experience of working on grade I or
II* listed church buildings when working
Images © Jonathan Taylor

in a sole capacity. Relevant accreditation
would normally be required as well.
bb Grade I or II* listed churches require
proven experience of work in a sole
capacity with listed buildings, and work
with these more highly designated church
buildings at least at a junior level under a
more experienced professional, though
experience in sole capacity is preferred.
Relevant accreditation would normally
be required.
bb Grade II churches require proven
experience of work in a sole capacity with
listed buildings, and experience with listed
church buildings at least at a junior level
under a more experienced professional is
preferred. Relevant accreditation would
normally be recommended.
bb Unlisted churches require no
specific prior experience, but evidence
of supervision from a professional
with experience of church buildings is
recommended. For certain buildings,
evidence of having worked with traditional
materials may be required.
Since the Inspection of Churches
Measure 1955 was amended by the
Care of Churches and Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction Measure 1991
(http://bit.ly/2HT91pQ), chartered
surveyors and registered architects
have been eligible for appointment by
the Church of England to carry out
quinquennial inspections. Inspectors
are approved and appointed as
individuals rather than as firms. Although
appointments are made by the local
parochial church councils, the approval of
the Diocesan Advisory Committee for the
Care of Churches is required, as outlined
in the Church of England’s ChurchCare

guidance note The Quinquennial Report
(http://bit.ly/2EYLE0n).
In some other denominations, the
diocesan authority appoints an individual
or firm to carry out quinquennial
inspections for all churches or places
of worship in its jurisdiction. However,
in dioceses that are large and spread
out, this can be impractical. Approaches
can also vary between dioceses within
a denomination. In the case of the
Roman Catholic Church, for example,
each diocese is autonomous under the
authority of the bishop, and the Catholic
national Church Arts, Architecture and
Heritage Committee operates in an
advisory capacity only.

Other criteria
Accreditation by one of the relevant
bodies – AABC, RIAS, RIBA or RICS
– provides some assurance that a
professional has the experience and
knowledge required to assess historic
building fabric and investigate defects.
However, there is no such thing as a
standard historic building: a medieval
timber-framed hall, a largely subterranean
Georgian ice house and a Victorian
train station each require a different
understanding of the way the materials
involved work together and the way they
are likely to have aged. So to find the
right specialist to carry out quinquennial
inspections, it may help to consider a
broad range of related criteria.
bb Relevant experience: most relevant
will be that gained by a professional
carrying out quinquennial inspections
for other buildings of a similar period,
size and complexity. However, it is widely
recognised that there is a need to bring
M AY/ J U N E 2 0 1 8
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new, less experienced people on board
to carry out inspections so they can gain
practical skills and insights, and some
degree of flexibility is therefore important.
bb People skills: conservation requires
professionals to work with conservators
and other specialists as part of a team,
so the ability to collaborate with others
rather than simply instruct them is
crucial. Success depends on trust,
good communication and seamless
cooperation at every level.
bb Membership: in addition to
membership of the architects’ and
surveyors’ professional bodies and
their accreditation systems, affiliation
with other professional bodies will be
relevant. Structural engineers may be
accredited to work on historic buildings
through the Conservation Accredited
Register of Engineers (CARE), and a
broad range of heritage professionals
are also accredited by the Institute
of Historic Building Conservation
(IHBC). However, as full members of
the IHBC are accredited as heritage
professionals rather than as conservation
surveyors or architects, this alone
does not indicate that the person holds
the required skill set for undertaking

quinquennial inspections. For church
appointments, membership of either the
Cathedral Architects Association or the
Ecclesiastical Architects and Surveyors
Association is also particularly relevant.
bb Training: a master’s degree in
building conservation or a related topic
is the most commonly recognised route
to accreditation, but the Society for
the Protection of Ancient Buildings’
Lethaby scholarship is also held in the
highest regard. A wide variety of CPD
courses are run by the professional
and statutory heritage bodies, and a
full list of short, undergraduate and
postgraduate courses can be found at
www.buildingconservation.com.

fields are CARE and the Professional
Accreditation of Conservator-Restorers.
In addition, the Chartered Institute of
Building launched a certification scheme
for its members last year, and a growing
number of craftspeople now carry
Construction Industry Training Board
Heritage Skills cards.
While accreditation is an excellent
guide to expertise in specific areas, it
is important that it is not seen to entitle
the holder to work on all types of historic
structure and fabric without question.
All specialists have their limitations, and
the success of larger and more complex
projects inevitably depends on teamwork,
with all team members contributing and
sharing knowledge. C

Perhaps the most important skill of any
architect or surveyor, whatever their
level of accreditation, is to know their
limitations and when to seek the advice
of other specialists. In particular, the skill
sets of structural engineers, conservators
and craftspeople are often necessary for
specialist investigations or to understand
the implications of an apparent defect.
All members of the investigatory team
will need historic building experience. The
two main accreditation systems in these
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BUILDING MATERIALS INFORMATION SHEET 4

Earth buildings

This Materials Information Sheet was
compiled by Craig J. Kennedy, Associate
Professor of Building Materials at
Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh
craig.kennedy@hw.ac.uk

Summary

Earth-built structures were once a ubiquitous feature of both rural and urban settlements in Britain. Although they went out of fashion
in the 18th and 19th centuries, many such structures still exist and rely on conservation to prevent their decay and eventual loss.

Composition

Earth can be found in a variety of uses in historic buildings: as
a mortar, as a plaster or as a mass walling material. In the latter
context, as we will detail here, its use can go by a few different
names, such as cob, clom, dabbins or mudwall.
The earth itself would typically have been derived from locally
sourced subsoil, mixed with fibrous material such as straw or
hair and gravel to act as an aggregate. There are numerous
variations in the proportions of these, and during manufacture
water may also have been added to improve the workability of
the material.

locations, a base course of boulders can signal that there is an
earth wall.
The complexities involved in identifying earth buildings mean
that there are likely to be more structures of this type surviving
in Britain than is commonly realised and recorded.

Installation and identification

The construction of a mass earth wall varied from location
to location across Britain, depending on local traditions and
customs. Wattle and daub is perhaps the best-known method,
and used a wooden lattice, the wattle, to which the sticky
earthen material was applied, or daubed.
Mudwall building by contrast used a base of boulders on
top of which lifts of courses were laid, while clay and bool
construction included layers of rounded stones laid in between
courses. Shuttered earth walls were constructed using two
shutters of wood, spaced apart with earthen materials built up
between them; once these were completed, the shutters were
then removed.
Although earth buildings were once very common across
Britain, throughout the 18th and 19th centuries they became
associated with perceptions of poverty, and as such other
building materials came in to fashion.
It is extremely difficult to identify a mass earth wall in an
historic building for many reasons. Many such walls have been
retrofitted with a skin of a material thought to be more durable,
such as brick or stone. Similarly, harling across the face of an
earth wall makes visual identification problematic. Where a
render has failed, however, this will expose the original walling
material. Earth walls can sometimes develop a slope over time,
and this can act as another indication of their presence. In some

The Schoolhouse, Logie, constructed with earth in 1835. The building was
decaying for much of the 20th century before restoration as a dwelling,
which in 2009 won one of the EU prizes for Cultural Heritage, Europa
Nostra Awards

Decay and degradation
The main factor in the decay of mass earth walls is water,
which in excess can cause the earth to lose much of its
strength, turning it into a putty-like material. Should this
occur, the wall could react in a number of ways.
First, the cohesion between a render and the wall could be
lost, causing the render to fall off in excessively damp areas.
If the wall becomes damp at the base, it could also lead to
the development of a bulge. Most catastrophically, should
the wall become saturated then it could slump.
Such damage can be avoided through a consistent
maintenance regime that minimises water ingress, for
example the regular clearing of rainwater goods.

Additional data sources
Morton, T. (2008). Earth Masonry. BRE Press, Bracknell.
Parkin, S. J. and Adderley W. P. (2017). “The past ubiquity and environment of the lost earth buildings of Scotland.” Human ecology 45.5: 569–83.
Walker, B., McGregor, C., and Little, R. (1996). Earth structures and construction in Scotland: A guide to the recognition and conservation of earthen
technology in Scottish buildings. Historic Scotland, Edinburgh.
Williams-Ellis, C. (1999). Building in cob, pise and stabilized earth. Donhead Publishing, Shaftesbury.
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Rendering it possible
Ensuring conservation skills are retained and shared is just as important as protecting
historic buildings, maintains Marcus Poole

T

The completed courtyard of Apothecaries Hall

he Apothecaries
Hall in Blackfriars
is the oldest extant
livery hall in the City
of London, and the
central courtyard
of this scheduled
ancient monument
(http://bit.ly/2otIYNN) has recently
undergone a complete refurbishment
following extensive dry rot.

Preservation
The external walls of the courtyard had
originally been completely rendered
with ashlar lines to give the appearance
of stonework. In addition, there are
stucco cornices, pediments and window
surrounds on the Great Hall elevation.
At a high level on the Great Hall external
elevation there is also a plaster crest
of the Apothecaries’ coat of arms, and
a large timber crest above the main
entrance door that was reputedly taken
from a barge where they stored some
more volatile chemicals.
Originally appointed as property and
construction consultants, we at Ingleton
Wood were initially asked to confirm
the structural adequacy of a timber
bressumer in the Warehouses, which
had previously suffered from minor rot.
3 2 M AY/ J U N E 2 0 1 8

However, investigation revealed that there
was an extensive and active dry rot that
had spread across much of the external
wall. The cause was found to be a leaking
downpipe, with water soaking through the
render and saturating the external wall.
Following the downpipe repair and
treatment of the rot, the external render
was removed locally by a combination of
hand and mechanical tools to allow the
wall to dry. It was then discovered the
original lime render had been given an
overcoat of, or in many areas replaced
by, a hard cement render. Further
investigations found other downpipes
were also leaking and the cement render
was allowing water to enter the building
through cracks and holes, trapping it in
the walls. As a result, there were further

outbreaks of dry rot elsewhere, as well as
potential for beetle attack.
We recommended that the cement
render should be completely removed
and replaced with lime render, which
would allow the external walls to
breath and dry out naturally. Further
investigations also showed that water
had seeped behind the paintwork on
the cornices, timber window sills and
stonework, and they too had become
saturated. We recommended the
cornices and stonework were stripped
and redecorated in a mineral-based paint
which would be breathable but still be
durable, rather than the modern paints
that had previously been used.
The paintwork was removed by use of
chemical poultices on the more delicate
cornices. Prior to repainting the top
surface of the cornices, a thin lime render
coat was applied to improve water-run off.
However, it was decided not to remove
the previous cement repairs or try further
repairs to the moulded underside to
prevent the possibility of further damage.

Historic collaboration
The active involvement of Historic
England was particularly important, not
just as a statutory consultee but also for
the wider input and advice it could offer.
As well as setting conditions before
it could approve our render removal
methods and specification of new
materials, the organisation also asked for
a detailed recording of the brick structure
below the render, requested that
stonework and lead downpipes should
not be repainted, and required that it be
consulted on all colours and finishes.

Hall history
The Worshipful Society of Apothecaries was founded in 1617, but can trace its
origins back to 1180. The hall itself was bought in 1632 and had to be largely
rebuilt following the Great Fire of London in 1666, incorporating the medieval
remains into Thomas Locke’s new designs.
The west and south ranges, known as the Houses and the Warehouses
respectively, were added between 1780 and 1786, and the footprint remains
largely unchanged to this day, with the courtyard accessed from Blackfriars
Lane. Further alterations were carried out in 1828–30, the 1920s and 1983–7, but
generally the hall’s appearance has altered little since the late 18th century.

Images © Heritage of London Trust
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The Worshipful Society of Apothecaries’ coat of arms (above) before restoration work
was carried out (top, left and right)
However, it also understood that the
overall appearance of the courtyard
was important to the Apothecaries,
and withdrew its requirement for the
downpipes and stonework sills to be left
unpainted once finding out these had
been extensively patch-repaired in the
past. Input was also received from the
Heritage of London Trust, which helped
fund the timber coat of arms’ restoration.
After consultation, a natural hydraulic
lime render was selected. Historic
England advised that white render and
blue windows were the most appropriate
colour scheme for buildings of this age,
enhancing the courtyard’s appearance by
improving contrast and adding depth to
the reliefs and ornamentation.
The specialist knowledge of the
principal contractor, DBR Conservation,
was also integral to the success of the
project, in particular restoring the lost
detail on the plaster and timber coats of
arms. It managed to establish and restore

the original colour scheme of the coat of
arms beneath the layers of overpainting
by using spectral analysis of paint
samples. For example, the background
colour was found to be originally a rich,
warm blue not the cool green-blue that
was on show.

Rediscovery by refurbishment
It was clear that, over the centuries,
the courtyard had undergone many
alterations, and it was important to
identify when these had occurred so the
conservation team could determine how
defective elements might be repaired
or replaced. As no official records
were available, the team had to rely on
a mixture of anecdotal evidence and
paintings and photographs from the
1800s to the 1980s.
The early paintings and sketches often
contradicted each other. For example, the
oldest paintings showed that the external
walls of the courtyard were rendered with

small overhangs, while later paintings
suggested that the external walls were
flush brickwork. Meanwhile, the pitch of
the external staircase varied considerably
between paintings, and windows and
a decorative plaque appeared and
disappeared. It was impossible to
establish what was accurate and what
was artistic licence.
It was only once the render had been
removed that it became evident that
the paintings were largely correct and
could provide a valuable documentation
of the changes over time. For example,
the Great Hall elevation was shown to
be gauged brickwork that had been
rendered over at a later date, and that the
staircase had evidently been rebuilt in the
post-war period.
Removing the render also uncovered
interesting and unexpected items, such
as Roman tiles that had been used to line
some external window reveals and some
cornices formed from Higgins patent
render, a rare and briefly fashionable
material of the late 18th century
comprising sand, lime and bone ash.
It also became evident that although
the windows were well maintained,
much of the timber and stonework
sills, cornicing, downpipes and copings
had been patch-repaired and replaced
with modern materials. While this had
presumably resolved immediate issues
it had also contributed to the long-term
deterioration of the building. In particular,
the cement render had been laid so thick
that the surrounds of the large circular
windows no longer stood proud of the
wall faces and did not channel water
away, so each had severely rotted at the
bottom where this pooled.

Shared expertise
The refurbishment could not have been
succeeded without all parties working in
partnership and sharing their expertise.
The courtyard is perhaps now in the best
condition it has been for more than 200
years, while the change in the colour
scheme has given – perhaps for the first
time in a century – a view of the space as
it was originally meant to be seen. C

Marcus Poole is Associate Chartered Building
Surveyor at Ingleton Wood
marcus.poole@ingletonwood.co.uk
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UPDATE
Historic England issues new curtilage guidance
Historic England has revised its guidance
on curtilage – and this could affect
conservation work, as the existence of
an unlisted building within the curtilage
of a listed one determines whether it, too,
should be treated as listed.
It should be noted that curtilage is
neither the legal boundary nor the extent
of setting. In the revised guidance, it is
defined as “an area of land around a listed
building within which other buildings
pre-dating July 1948 may potentially be
considered listed. Not all buildings will
have a curtilage. With those that do there
will be cases where the extent of the
curtilage will be clear (such as a garden
boundary), but in others it may not be
as clear [as] each case will always be a
question of fact and degree.
“A decision-taker may take the
following factors into account in
assessing the matter: i) the physical

layout of the listed building and the
[other] building; ii) their ownership past
and present; and their use or function
past and present, specifically whether
the building was ancillary (i.e subordinate
to and dependent on) the purposes of
the listed building at the date of listing”
(http://bit.ly/2tpiWQT).
Curtilage has been interpreted through
a succession of legal cases over the
years. Sutcliffe v Calderdale BC [1982] 46
PCR 399 laid down the original principles,
while Burford v Secretary of State and
Test Valley [2017] EWHC 1493 found that
land in common ownership with a house
was not within its curtilage because it
was not attached to the dwellinghouse
and did not form one enclosure with it.
The updated guidance from Historic
England follows this case.
n Historic England Advice Note 10
http://bit.ly/2BIVu3y

Welsh planning proposals criticised
The Law Commission is currently reviewing the operation of planning legislation in Wales.
In November 2017 it published a consultation paper, Planning Law in Wales
(http://bit.ly/2Bmkwlm), paragraph 3.49 of which proposes to merge listed building
consent and conservation area consent with planning permission.
This, however, has drawn objections from nine heritage organisations including
the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings and Save Britain’s Heritage, which
believe that it would reduce protection for historic buildings.
n http://bit.ly/2G3QTZL
n http://bit.ly/2Frilj9

HLF reports grant boost
The Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) recently
commissioned an evaluation of the impact
of funding that was awarded through its
Heritage Grants Programme between
2002 and 2007.
The subsequent report says the
programme has been particularly
effective at developing heritage sites into
successful visitor attractions, thereby
increasing public involvement. Moderate
to high increases in visitor numbers were
reported in 58% of projects as a direct
result of HLF investment, and heritage
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volunteering has also increased, with 45%
of projects reporting a sustained growth
in numbers for at least five years after
project completion.
In addition, the programme has
generated economic benefits. For
instance, 60% of projects that provided
employment data reported the creation
of new jobs, six case studies of economic
impact showed a gross value added of
£8.4m annually, while 11 projects reported
regeneration impacts.
n http://bit.ly/2G7PNfq

Heritage Agenda is compiled by Henry
Russell OBE FRICS, Department of
Real Estate and Planning, University of
Reading and Co-chair of the Heritage
Alliance’s Spatial Planning Advocacy
Group. He is also chair of Gloucester
Diocesan Advisory Committee for the
Care of Churches and a member of the
Church Buildings Council.
h.j.g.russell@reading.ac.uk

Consultation
opens on
revised
planning policy
A draft of the revised National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
was published for consultation
at the beginning of March and
this remains open until 10 May.
Although the historic environment
chapter remains largely
unchanged, the wider context in
which it sits has altered.
In paragraph 8c, for instance,
the definition of the environmental
objective, new wording about
making effective use of land has
been added, while the NPPF’s
12 core planning objectives, one
of which is conserving heritage
assets, have been removed.
Some changes have also been
made to the list of policies in
footnote 7 that would restrict
development, with more emphasis
placed here on natural heritage.
n http://bit.ly/2FoF5U0

Laser-guided
advice updated
Historic England has revised guidance
first issued in 2007 with the publication
of a third edition of 3D Laser Scanning
for Heritage. This covers the technology
and procedures, specifying and
commissioning surveys, case studies
and sources of advice.
It has also issued a second edition
of The Setting of Heritage Assets,
previously published as Seeing the
History in the View. It is sensible that
views and settings are considered
together because the latter are
not always properly understood by
practitioners, so this revised guidance is
highly recommended.
n http://bit.ly/2FFTSL3
n http://bit.ly/2trcSav

The only BBA certiﬁed
and guaranteed gutter
refurbishment system
BBA
certiﬁed

25 year single
point guarantee

1 million
metres installed

full speciﬁcation
support

• Site survey

We manufacture the non-bonded, bespoke Plygene Gutterline
challenges of the gutter environment in the industrial and
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UK
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to guarantee leak prevention
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Our CPD: Why gutters fail and the options to repair, replace and
refurbish: A speciﬁer’s guide
As part of its speciﬁcation support service the
Sharman’s CPD “Why gutters fail and the options to
repair, replace and refurbish: A speciﬁer’s guide”, is
interactive in its design. The programme explores the
common causes of gutter failure in the commercial and
industrial sectors and the options to repair, replace
and refurbish. It ﬁnishes with a practical gutter network
demonstration using a purpose made rig.

Call:
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Commercial / Industrial Roofing
Accredited CPD Sessions
Designed and presented by Building Surveyors
Based on 40 years building surveying
experience, our Accredited CPD sessions
will help you with dilapidations, condition
and acquisition surveys.
Conducted nationwide at your premises:

Asbestos Roofing
Examines fault diagnosis, replacement,
over-cladding patch repairs, coating
solutions and warranties.

Cut Edge Corrosion
and Metal Roofing
Challenges conventional thinking with an
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happening on metal roofs.

For more information call

0121 709 5352
Liquasil works.
Guaranteed!
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Asbestoseal – the only
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Liquasil Limited
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Radway Road, Solihull, West Midlands B90 4NR
t 0121 709 5352
e info@liquasil.com
www.liquasil.com

Metal Roofs
Complete metal
profiled roof refurbishment
system with unique hardened
silicone technology.
LATENT
DEFECTS
GUARANTEE

Cut Edge
Corrosion
Finally, a cut edge corrosion
solution that’s easier to apply
and economical to use.
LATENT
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